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ABSTRACT
One important lesson learned from the crisis of Hurricane Katrina is that
preplanned allocation of scarce resources (e.g., helicopters, vehicles, medical equipment,
etc.) must be dynamically modified to adapt to the changing situation. Furthermore,
multiple response teams, which own different resources, need to collaborate to determine
tradeoffs among competing resource needs to reallocate such resources. The challenge of
this collaborative resource reallocation is further complicated by the fact that each team
may not have complete information about other teams’ resources and the utility of their
tasks. This limitation makes it difficult to assess tradeoffs among resource needs of
different teams.
In order to solve such problems, this research developed team-based software
intelligent agents to collaboratively adapt existing plans for resource use by consistently
reallocating the limited resources among distributed tasks. Based on an innovative multiagent teamwork model called R-CAST (RPD-enabled Collaborative Agents for
Simulating Teamwork), this research developed a framework for collaborative plan
adaptation under resource constraints. The framework addresses the challenges
mentioned above in three ways. First, it extends R-CAST with explicit representation of
resources and related reasoning algorithms about resources. Second, it uses a
combinatorial auction mechanism to enable agents to exchange utility information
regarding competing needs of bundled resources, so that agents can reason about resource
tradeoffs for effective reallocation of scarce resources. Third, the framework implements
an algorithm for an agent to assess the opportunity cost of offering a resource bundle that
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has already been assigned to a task. The algorithm considers alternative ways to
accomplish the task, the utility of such alternatives, and associated costs for obtaining
required resources.
In summary, the work presented in this thesis facilitates distributed teams to
reason about tradeoffs among competing requests for resource bundles by exchanging
relevant information through combinatorial auctions. Experimental results have
suggested that this research can significantly improve the utilization of limited resources
in adapting plans to the dynamic situation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement
The crisis of meeting the emergency needs caused by Hurricane Katrina reveals
the importance of consistently adapting preplanned tasks and handling emergencies with
scarce resources under a dynamic, real-time situation. Due to the naturally evolving
characteristics of such a situation, existing plans for completing rescue tasks are subject
to unexpected changes during the execution process. Thus, those plans must be modified
in an appropriate and timely way to keep them from failing. Also, certain changes during
the response to such an occurrence as Katrina trigger additional tasks, which may
generate new requests for resources.
Since the available resources are always limited in such emergency situations,
tradeoffs have to be made judiciously in order to switch resources from a previously
existing task to a new task and thus get a higher total resource utility.
Similar to the hurricane relief domain, many other real-world domains (e.g.,
emergency first response, military actions, and anti-terrorism, etc.) also require plan
adaptation, especially the adaptation of resource allocation, in order to handle changes in
a timely and effective way. Such adaptation is necessary because conflicts often arise
among different tasks regarding their resource needs since the number of resources
needed may exceed the number available. How to satisfactorily resolve conflicts when
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different tasks compete for the same resources becomes the key problem that needs to be
addressed. This problem is further complicated when scarce resources are owned by
distributed teams, each of which needs to allocate resources among the tasks assigned to
them, because each team has only limited information about the other teams’ resources
and situations.
There are two common characteristics in such domains that have prompted this
research on plan adaptation. First, the situation is always changing, which makes it
possible that either emerging tasks are triggering additional resource requests or some
previously available resources have become unavailable. Second, there are only limited
resources, which make it infeasible to satisfy every task’s resource requirement and
complete all those tasks. People usually have to make tradeoffs when selecting tasks so as
to satisfy the resource requirement. In other words, those tasks should be selected in a
way that optimizes the expected utility of the limited resources.
When multi-agent systems (MAS) applications are deployed in such uncertain,
dynamic environments, those issues also need to be carefully considered. Although
centralized mechanisms to solve the optimization problem can provide qualityguaranteed solutions, they are often not scalable and can create a “bottleneck” problem.
Distributed solutions can be more flexible and more reliable, although these benefits are
obtained through extra efforts in coordinating multiple agents. Due to the fact that each
agent has only partial knowledge about others’ resources and states, the coordination
problem becomes more complicated. This thesis therefore focuses on designing and
implementing a market-based mechanism to dynamically optimize the reallocation of
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limited resources among distributed teams by making tradeoffs among competing
resource needs based on exchanging utility-based price information.

1.2 Motivation
Problems with planning have had a long history in the field of Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Traditional approaches to AI planning problems usually assume that the
context is static and predictable in order to simplify the planning process [1].
Unfortunately, the real world is changing and unpredictable to a certain degree. If the
planner neglects uncertainties in the real world, it will not be able to anticipate potential
risks and to make preparation for handling those problems. As a result, the planning
system will run into a dilemma when unexpected changes occur and fail to solve
emerging problems to achieve the desired goal. Thus, recently there has been an
increasing need for developing adaptive planning systems that work in a complex,
dynamically changing environment, especially in crises of the proportion of Hurricane
Katrina. The planning problem is no longer a one-time issue since static plans are not the
ultimate goal of successful planning systems, and planners need to adapt current plans to
the change online. Simply speaking, plan adaptation means modifying or repairing an old
plan so it can solve a new problem by reusing part of the old plan. The approach of
adapting previously successful plans is an attractive paradigm for the following two
reasons. First, cognitive studies show that human experts depend on knowledge of past
problems and solutions––which can be called experience––for good problem-solving
performance. Second, arguments about computational complexity show that reasoning
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from first principles requires time exponential to the size of the problem. Systems that
reuse old solutions can potentially avoid this problem by solving a smaller problem: that
of adapting a previous solution to the current task. Actually, because many new problemsolving situations closely resemble previous situations, there may be an advantage to
using the principles of past successes to solve new problems [2].
Agent-based systems technology has been developed in AI as a new paradigm for
conceptualizing, designing, and implementing software systems. There are numerous
definitions for “intelligent agents” in AI communities. Here we adopt the definition
provided by the Intelligence Software Agents Lab at Carnegie Mellon University to
generally describe what an agent and a multi-agent system are in this research. Based on
this definition, agents are sophisticated computer programs that act autonomously on
behalf of their users, across open and distributed environments, to solve a growing
number of complex problems. Increasingly, however, applications require multiple agents
that can work together. A multi-agent system (MAS) is a loosely coupled network of
software agents that interact to solve problems that are beyond the individual capacities
or knowledge of each problem solver [3].
Many researchers have addressed the plan adaptation problem for a single agent
[4, 5, 2]. However, large-scale adaptive planning problems in many real-world domains
(e.g., hurricane relief, homeland security, military, etc.) usually require multiple agents
including human planners to collaborate on a solution. For example, in the military
domain, a mission plan may involve hundreds or thousands of units being deployed
simultaneously. Since the real-world situation changes frequently, a huge amount of
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information regarding the changes needs to be communicated among those units and each
must process the exchanged information about the changes in a timely manner to adapt its
own subplan correctly, and to communicate the result in order not to corrupt others’ tasks.
If this process is performed by humans, it is usually time consuming to produce the result
and incurs huge cognitive loads. The key issue is that it distracts the human units from
focusing on the big picture and divides their attention between the high-level tasks (at
which humans are proficient) and the low-level information exchange and analysis
(which are intelligent agents’ advantages). Ideally, when an existing plan has to be
adapted for responding to the changes, the expertise of different agents (both software
agents and human planners) needs to be synthesized to enhance the overall performance.
Usually, intelligent agents can gather and preprocess information needed in the plan
adaptation process more quickly and accurately. Human experts may have a complete
overview of the whole scenario from the information provided by intelligent agents and
are able to generate better solutions based on their experiences and advanced reasoning
abilities. Using such a collaborative method to solve the plan adaptation problem can
speed up the process, reduce human labor, improve efficiency, and make it possible to
handle information-overloaded tasks. Obviously, how intelligent agents can cooperate
together effectively in this process is a challenging issue to address.
Resource is another important issue motivating this research. Usually a plan has
its specific resource requirement in addition to preconditions. Only when both the
resource requirement and preconditions are satisfied can the plan be executed
successfully. However, under a situation in which the total available resources are limited,
it may be not possible to satisfy the resource requirement for all tasks at the same time.
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The scarce resources should then be allocated to selected tasks in a way that maximizes
the expected utility. Also, the allocation of resources should not be fixed but dynamic in
order to handle the case when there are emerging tasks or changes in the resource status
of existing tasks. Consistently reallocating resources among distributed tasks is
considered a significant part of the plan adaptation process, and is the focus of this
research as well.
The scarcity of resources necessitates tradeoffs, and tradeoffs result in an
opportunity cost. While the cost of a good or service often is thought of in monetary
terms, the opportunity cost of a decision is based on what must be given up (the next best
alternative) as a result of the decision. Any decision that involves a choice between two
or more options has an opportunity cost. This research addresses the issue of opportunity
cost when an agent is making a decision on whether to offer resources assigned to its own
task by considering tradeoffs among alternative ways to accomplish the task.
From the encyclopedia of economics edited by David Henderson [87], in
economics the term “opportunity cost” of a resource means the value of the next-highestvalued alternative use of that resource. If, for example, you spend time and money going
to a movie, you cannot spend that time at home reading a book, and you cannot spend the
money on something else. If your next-best alternative to seeing the movie is reading the
book, then the opportunity cost of seeing the movie is the money spent plus the pleasure
you forgo by not reading the book. The word opportunity in opportunity cost is actually
redundant. The cost of using something is already the value of the highest-valued
alternative use. But as contract lawyers and airplane pilots know, redundancy can be a
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virtue. In this case, its virtue is to remind us that the cost of using a resource arises from
the value of what it could be used for instead.
In recent years, developing effective multi-agent systems to solve complex
problems in dynamic, real-world domains has drawn more and more AI researchers’
attention. My research followed this tendency and was motivated to enable multiple
software agents to collaboratively adapt existing plans by evaluating changes, sharing
utility information, and optimizing the resource allocation. As a result, the allocation of
limited resources is not just done at the beginning stage and not changed throughout the
plan execution. Instead, resources are consistently being reallocated among tasks to adapt
to changes arising from either the environment or the tasks themselves. The objective of
dynamic resource reallocation is not only to satisfy some tasks’ resource requirement but
also to optimize the resource allocation and maximize the expected utility from a global
perspective.
The following paragraphs give a high-level description of how multiple agents
collaborate with each other to adapt existing plans online regarding the resource
constraint. Whenever an agent detects a change, first it analyzes the impact of the change
and decides whether to let its teammates know this information. Then, if the change is
relevant, the agents exchange information about the impact of this change on each
individual plan (from the local view). Based on more complete information of how the
change affects the total plans (from the global view), finally the agents collaboratively
generate a response to the change, trying to optimize the global performance.
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Section 1.1 briefly describes the problem of adapting preplanned tasks with
limited resources to changes in various dynamic, real-time domains. Here an overview of
the collaborative plan adaptation in a hurricane relief scenario is presented to further
illustrate the problem and how multiple agents can collaborate to solve it (Figure 1.1).
Three kinds of tasks are involved: 1) delivering foods to a large group people who have
been isolated in a flooded area (DeliverFood_Plan); 2) transferring sand bags and other
materials to a specific place in order to fix a broken levee (FixLevee_Plan); and 3)
rescuing a few persons from a dangerous place that will soon be flooded
(RescuePeople_Plan). Each task has a predefined plan template, which specifies the
plan’s goal, resource requirement, preconditions, and the process structure, etc. It is
possible that multiple plan instances may be triggered from the same plan template by
binding plan variables with different values. For example, the plan template
RescuePeople_Plan has two instances. Each plan instance can be executed by a single
agent or by a team of agents. In addition to agents who are executing those plan instances,
each plan has a coordinator agent, who is responsible for gathering information about
detected changes, analyzing the impact of changes, collaborating with other coordinators,
and adapting the assigned plan instance. Since my research focuses on changes that
impact a plan’s resource requirement, the coordinator agent can be called a resource
coordinator. And the collaboration studied here is the one between multiple resource
coordinators rather than between agents who are executing a plan in a teamwork context1.
A resource coordinator generates requests for missing resources in its designated plan,

1

In the rest of this thesis, if not designated otherwise, an agent means an agent assuming the role of
resource coordinator.
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handles resource requests from other coordinators, evaluates tradeoffs between keeping
requested resources being allocated to its own plan and transferring them to the
requesters, and makes the allocation decision based on the principle of maximizing the
total expected utility of all plan instances.
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Figure 1.1: The Overview of Collaborative Plan Adaptation under a Dynamic Environment
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There are many interactions between resource coordinators involved in the whole
process. Communication is certainly a key issue since different coordinators need to
share relevant information such as detected changes, the impact of changes, resource
availability, and utility, etc. When conflicts arise due to multiple tasks competing for
limited resources at the same time, coordinators have to interact with each other to make
tradeoffs in selecting which resource requests to satisfy. For example, if both a
RescuePeople_Plan instance P1 and a DeliverFood_Plan instance P2 are competing for a
helicopter as the needed resource, their resource coordinators should work together to
make a tradeoff to solve the conflict. In this specific case, the tradeoff is made to allocate
the helicopter to P1 instead of P2 since the expected utility of rescuing people is much
greater than the expected utility of delivering foods so that the total utility is maximized.
Usually after the decision of allocating resources is made, coordinators who currently
own the requested resources start a process to transfer them to where the requesting agent
or team can access those resources.

1.3 Research Scope
The scope of collaborative plan adaptation is vast. It involves both traditional AI
planning techniques (e.g., adaptive planning, knowledge representation, and plan
execution, etc.) and multi-agent system features (e.g., team structure, shared mental
model, and coordination, etc.). My research focuses on creating distributed intelligent
computational systems that adapt existing plans online to solve potential resource
conflicts caused by the changes in the situation, whereas re-planning from first principles
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is not part of this research. Existing plans are formed offline by either human experts or
planning systems. Advanced techniques such as an agent-based teamwork model, marketbased mechanism, and optimization algorithms are integrated into the proposed
framework to solve the plan adaptation problem with resource constraints in a distributed
manner. As mentioned before, coordination is a key issue to be addressed in the
adaptation process. My research adopts the approach to solve the issue of multi-agent
coordination by leveraging on a multi-agent architecture from the teamwork perspective.
In order to make an agent-based collaborative plan adaptation applicable in real
complex situations, the following steps need to be covered. First, theories of
collaboration or teamwork should be extended to include the plan manipulation. Different
from many other collaborative works, which focused on behaviors or actions, the process
of collaborative plan adaptation is much related to coordination among multiple cognitive
processes, which are highly interdependent. In the human case, it is mainly a collection of
mental activities from different people (often domain experts). And the result of the
adaptive planning process will decide the following collaborative behaviors and actions.
The plan adaptation also involves the issue of making the best decision under the current
and projected circumstances. Thus, existing theories need to consider this aspect and new
features or new theories may need to be developed to consolidate the theoretical
background. Second, due to the complexity of the large-scale plan adaptation problem
under the dynamic world, intelligent agents need to interact with the human to make a
better decision among a list of candidate options, or to get more specific information that
is out of their local knowledge base. Thus, the role of the human should be included in
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the teamwork model in order to enhance the overall performance for solving a complex,
realistic task. In other words, a user-friendly interface should be provided for human
experts to interact with agents in a convenient and effective way in solving the adaptation
problem. Third, after initial theories, models or designs, so called prototypes, are
developed, we need to verify and modify them in an iterative procedure. Directly
implementing them into the real world is risky, costly, and uncontrollable. Thus, we
should test our ideas in a scaled world that simulates the real environment. Basically, we
need to develop simulators in which we can easily test certain variables while
constraining other irrelevant ones at much lower costs. In my research, the last two steps
are included but the first step is not in the scope.
Below I list five assumptions under which this research is carried out. The
proposed framework, algorithms and experimental results are valid if and only if those
assumptions hold.
1. The total resources are limited, which means there are always more resource
needs than available resources; otherwise there will not be conflicts in
competing resources.
2. One task may have multiple methods to accomplish its goal while different
methods have different utilities and different resource requirements.
3. Different tasks have reserved their own resources at the beginning stage and
the knowledge about such private resources is not shared with other tasks.
4. Utility information for resources and tasks is distributed among different
resource coordinators initially.
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5. There are always communication costs when a coordinator needs to share
certain information with other teammates.

1.4 Research Questions
The discussion above indicates the key issue in collaborative plan adaptation,
which is how a team of agents can collaborate effectively in handling the changes.
Interaction between agents occurs because agents solve subproblems that are
interdependent, either through competing for resources or through relationships among
the subproblems. Due to the complexity of solving problems in real-world domains, it is
usually not possible to generate a perfect decomposition so that the computational
requirements for effectively solving each subproblem and the location of information,
expertise, processing, and communication resources in the agent network are totally
independent [6]. This lack of a perfect fit often leads to a situation where there may be
insufficient local information or resources for an agent to completely or accurately solve
its assigned subproblems through its own processing. Plan adaptation in real-time
requires each agent to handle the changes timely and correctly. Otherwise, even after a
global plan has been developed, it may become inapplicable under the changed situation.
Information sharing is the most useful way for multiple agents to coordinate their
processes. However, communicating every piece of information is not an efficient
solution because it involves extra costs when the information is not necessary. Resource
constraint is another issue that cannot be neglected in the coordination process. Since the
total resources are limited, conflicts usually arise due to different agents competing for
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the same resource at the same time when they are adapting their own plans to the changes.
Moreover, these conflicts should not be solved simply by choosing the winner randomly
or based on rules (e.g., first in first serve, priority, etc). Instead resource conflicts should
be resolved in a way whereby the global utility is maximized (i.e., the limited resources
can be fully utilized).
The research presented in this thesis focuses on two research questions: 1) how an
agent can efficiently share information about the change and its impact on other
teammates in a timely way and 2) how a team of agents can effectively collaborate on an
optimal solution for resolving resource conflicts in adapting existing plans.

1.5 The Accomplishment of This Research
In this research, I studied the problem of adapting distributed plans to changes
online and provided a solution based on dynamic resource allocation to solve conflicts
between competing needs for scarce resources in an efficient way. First, a theoretical
framework for a collaborative plan adaptation with resource constraints was proposed in
this research. This framework consists of different functional components, which are
integrated to facilitate the whole process of adapting plans to resource-related changes.
With the guidance of such a framework, I built the resource coordinator agents on top of
a novel multi-agent architecture called R-CAST (RPD-enabled Collaborative Agents for
Simulating Teamwork). In addition to existing modules (e.g., task manager, active
knowledgebase, information manager, etc.) in R-CAST, I extended it by implementing a
resource manager module, which is used to monitor resource status, generate resource
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requests, and handle incoming resource requests. Last, I developed a market-based
mechanism for dynamically optimizing the allocation of limited resources, and
implemented an algorithm for a resource coordinator to select the right one from
alternative methods in a task based on utility information and other tasks’ resource needs.
In summary, this research makes four major contributions to the field of plan
adaptation.
1. Proposed a theoretical framework for collaborative plan adaptation with
resource constraint. Different functional components are integrated within
this framework to support the adaptation process in a distributed way. With
this framework, resource coordinators can share relevant information (such as
utility, resource status, resource requirement, etc.), and collaborate with each
other to reach a global agreement on how to allocate resources to achieve the
maximum utility. The framework enables a team of agents to collaboratively
resolve conflicts among competing resource needs to adapt plans to the
changing environment, based on assessing tradeoffs among those competing
resource needs: 1) It uses a combinatorial auction for the team of agents to
exchange information about opportunity cost. 2) An agent assesses its
opportunity cost for offering a resource assigned to a task Ti by considering
the tradeoff between alternative ways to accomplish Ti .
2. Built resource coordinator agents on top of a novel multi-agent architecture
R-CAST with extended functions. Each resource coordinator is responsible
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for managing resources for its assigned task 2 , and interacting with other
resource coordinators in the adaptation process. R-CAST is extended with
explicit representation of resources and related reasoning algorithms to
generate resource needs and requests.
3. Developed

an agent-based auction

mechanism to enable resource

coordinators to exchange utility information on their own tasks regarding
competing resource needs. Thus, the allocation of limited resources is
optimized and gives out the maximum global utility.
4. Designed and implemented an algorithm for a resource coordinator to
evaluate alternative methods in a task and select the appropriate one based on
utility information and resource needs of other coordinators. Usually, there
are multiple methods to complete the same task, and different methods have
different resource requirements. The algorithm enables a resource coordinator
to assess tradeoffs between those alternative methods considering the impacts
of selecting a method on both its own assigned task and other tasks.
Experimental results show that with the collaboration of resource coordinators,
limited resources can be dynamically allocated to distributed tasks in adapting to
resource-related changes. The market-based optimization mechanism makes it possible to
fully utilize those limited resources and achieves a maximized global utility. And the

2

A resource coordinator’s assigned task is not the task that the coordinator needs to execute, which is the
ordinary meaning of “assigned task.” In this thesis, it actually means that the task is being managed by a
resource coordinator. The resource coordinator is responsible for satisfying the task’s resource needs in the
adaptation process while the execution of the task is done by other parties, either a single agent or a team of
agents.
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method selection algorithm provides the flexibility and the optimality for completing a
task from a broad view.

1.6 Thesis Organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the
background knowledge of distributed planning, plan adaptation, resource constraint
reasoning, agent-based teamwork, and market-based optimization, and reviews related
works. Chapter 3 presents a framework for collaborative plan adaptation (CPA) under
resource constraints and explains how it leverages on a novel multiagent architecture RCAST. We elaborate the market-based approach to optimize resource reallocation during
the adaptation process in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 explains how to select the appropriate
method to complete a task if there are multiple options in order to maximize the expected
utility based on more complete information. Experimental results are shown and analyzed
in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.

Chapter 2
Related Work

2.1 Overview
This chapter provides a survey on related research and technologies for
collaborative plan adaptation with resource constraint. I classify related work into six
categories and review them separately in the following sections, which are planning and
plan representation, resource constraint reasoning and scheduling, plan adaptation,
distributed planning, agent-based teamwork, and market-based agents. In each category, I
select research work that best represent studies in this area to describe issues they address,
their contributions and their limitations. Table 2-1 provides an overview of related
research in those six categories and explains the relevance to this research.
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Table 2-1: Overview of Related Work
Category

Relevance to this research

Planning and Plan Representation
Resource Constraint
Scheduling

Plan Adaptation

Distributed Planning

Agent-based Teamwork
Market-based Agents

Reasoning

Explain what a planning problem is and
the way to represent a plan
and Provide foundations for considering plans
with resource constraint
Provide foundations for planning and
execution under an uncertain, dynamic
environment
Provide the paradigm of solving complex
problems with the collective effort of
distributed knowledge, information and
capabilities.
Generate theoretical foundations for a
team of agents collaborating on solving
problems
Enable efficient resource allocation and
optimization
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2.2 Planning and Plan Representation
Automatic planning has been a persistent topic in the AI field for over 40 years.
Generally speaking, planning is the problem of generating a course of actions that can
reach a desired goal state from a given initial state. Most classical planning systems are
given a representation for possible actions that can be executed in the environment,
describing both the conditions required to trigger the action and the effects on the
environment when the action is taken. Typically, they have the following additional
assumptions in order to simplify the planning problem [1, 8]:
1. The environment can be represented in a sequence of discrete states, which are
represented using a logical language to help the planner understand. Only those
possible actions will affect the environment, which means there are no exogenous
events that change the environment.
2. The possible actions are represented in STRIPS [7] or similar languages. The
actions’ preconditions are represented in the same way as define states, and the
actions’ effects are a set of terms to be added or deleted from the terms used to
describe a state. An example of STRIPS is shown in Figure 2.1
3. The goal is a condition in a desired state, which can be encoded by a logical
sentence.
4.

The planners return a plan in the form of a sequence of actions, either totally or
partially ordered, with constraints specified.
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The operator describes an action with Pickup(x)
 precondition:
three elements:
 A precondition formula
ONTABLE(x)∧HANDEMP
 An add-list
TY∧CLEAR(x)
 A delete-list
 add-list: HOLDING(x)
 delete-list:
ONTABLE(x),HANDCLEAR
,CLEAR(x)
Figure 2.1: An Example of STRIPS Operator Representation[14]

Those assumptions are adopted in a large family in AI planning because they are
powerful and seem reasonable. A wide range of behaviors can be captured with STRIPSstyle operators, which allow a planner to perform backward chaining since given a goal
one can set the preconditions required for an action or a sequence of actions as subgoals
to achieve the main goal. In addition the logical representation allows a plan to be easily
proved correct or not.
Tate’s NONLIN, which is one of the most well-known nonlinear planners [9, 10]
represents a plan as a schema with the following components:
1. A set of steps;
2. A set of anticipated effects of those steps;
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3. A set of links relating effects to the steps that produce and consume them
(record the purpose of the steps in the plan);
4. A set of variable bindings instantiating the operator schema;
5. A partial ordering on the steps;
6. A set of open conditions, i.e., unestablished goals;
7. A set of unsafe links, i.e., links the conditions of which could be falsified by
other effects in the plan.
A plan is complete when it contains no open conditions and no unsafe links. Many
subsequent planners [11, 12, 13] derived their own plan representations in a similar way
from the representation used in NONLIN.
The STRIPS action representation does not support nondeterministic action
outcomes, and classical planners assume there are no other sources of change in the
domain than the actions taken by the performance agent based. Those systems therefore
cannot be used to solve planning problems in real-world domains involving uncertainty.
Also, the resource issue is completely neglected in classic planners. There is no provision
for specifying resource requirements or consumption. In spite of those limitations, the
ideas and algorithms according to classical planning approaches form the basis for many
approaches to planning under the dynamically changing environment, which will be
elaborated on in section 2.4.
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2.3 Resource Constraint Reasoning and Scheduling
Resource is an important issue in AI planning. Simply speaking, resources are
those objects and products in the world that will affect solving a planning problem. Each
resource has certain properties at a specific time and place. Actually, it is a vague concept,
and there are many different kinds of resources depending on specific domains. Some
resources are physical, which can be consumed or occupied. Some resources are more
abstract, such as possibilities and availabilities.
As mentioned in the previous section, the traditional planning approach does not
include resources. The resource issue has been considered part of the responsibility for a
scheduling system to solve. The common conception of scheduling in AI is that it is a
special case of planning in which the actions are already chosen, so the unsolved problem
is how to determine a feasible order. Due to this trivialization, scheduling did not receive
serious attention in AI until Fox et al. began work on the ISIS constraint-directed
scheduling system [15, 94]. Since then, an increasing number of AI researchers have been
working in the area. Two well-known textbooks [16, 17] on the subject define scheduling
as the problem of assigning limited resources to tasks over time to optimize one or more
objectives. Three key things are worth emphasizing in this definition:
1. Reasoning about time and resources is the core of scheduling problems,
which have received only limited attention in the AI planning community;
2. Optimization problems exist in almost all scheduling problems, as it is easy to
find a legal schedule but much tougher to find an optimal one;
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3. Scheduling problems often involve choices. Those choices may be not limited
to the choice of task ordering but include choices as to which resources to use
to complete a task. Alternative resources may be available for a given task
and have different costs and life cycles.
The general AI scheduling techniques are well embodied in research work
addressing so-called resource-constrained project scheduling (RCPS) problems. In AI,
the most common approach to solving a RCPS problem is to represent it as a constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP) and to use general constraint satisfaction techniques [18, 19,
20]. Several planning systems have successfully transformed the scheduling problem into
some sort of constraint satisfaction problem or linear programming problem in order to
make use of solvers developed for those problems [21, 22]. A very natural way of
representing RCPS problems as constraint satisfaction problems includes the following
steps: 1) Define a variable that represents the start time of each task; 2) specify
constraints enforcing the given task orderings; 3) for each time point and each resource,
specify the constraint that the total usage of all active tasks at that point does not exceed
the capacity of any resource; and 4) assign individual start times to tasks. Many of the
initial works on scheduling as constraint satisfaction were done using this approach, and
it continues to be the favored representation for certain applications. However, limitations
result from the fact that the duration of each task is fixed and the set of choices depends
on the number of time steps. The other common representation is based on correctly
ordering two tasks so that they will not compete for the same resource. It assigns a
Boolean variable for each ordered pair of tasks, representing that the first comes before
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the second. And there are constraints among ordering variables, which encode predefined
ordering constraints and enforce the proper order of tasks based on variable assignment.
The start time for each task is not fixed but constrained. Some constraints require that if
each task starts as early as possible, then no resource will be overused. We can see that
the task-ordering approach well addressed the limitations in the previous way. For almost
any realistic scheduling problem, the resulting search space is significantly smaller. This
representation can be very useful in situations where durations are uncertain, as a partial
ordering provides much more flexibility then a fixed time-stamped schedule.
Although the constraint framework is very general and can represent complex
scheduling problems, there is a limit to how far the paradigm can be extended. When
more choices are introduced into a scheduling problem, the number of variables increases
significantly and the constraints become very complex. Thus, this approach often
becomes impractical for problems that have many interacting choices.
Most interesting real-world problems exhibit characteristics of both planning
problems and scheduling problems. They may involve action choice as well as time
constraints, resources, and optimization. And most of the time those issues are
interdependent. There have been attempts to extend classical planning techniques to treat
resources by including techniques that have been developed in scheduling. The O-Plan
planner [23] uses optimistic and pessimistic resource profiles to detect and resolve
potential resource conflicts. The IxTeT planner [24] uses graph search algorithms to
identify minimum critical sets of actions with conflicting resources. A disjunction of
ordering constraints is then added to resolve the conflict. There have also been attempts
to extend planning techniques to address continuous time and time constraint [25, 26, 27,
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28]. I will not elaborate on those efforts since the time issue is not included in this
research. Those extensions increase the relevance of classical planning techniques to
scheduling problems. However, these are just a beginning step. Because the focus of
classical planning is on selecting individual actions, rather than on organizing or
synchronizing them, and on discrete state changes, rather than on multiple, interacting
asynchronous processes, simply extending planning systems with durative actions and
resource capacity constraints is unlikely to provide an effective solution for problems
concentrating on resource allocation. On the other hand, the techniques typically used in
scheduling systems to solve planning problems are usually problem-specific, which
makes it difficult to generate more general solutions.
Recently, a new approach of integrating planning with scheduling has been
attracting more and more AI researchers’ attention. Krogt et al. propose a resource-based
framework for both planning and re-planning [29], which directly integrates causal
reasoning into resource allocation and scheduling algorithms. R-Moreno et al. developed
a domain independent solver IPSS that integrates an AI heuristic planner synthesizing
course of actions, with a constraint-based scheduler for temporal and resources reasoning
[30]. There is a significant amount of ongoing research devoted to this approach, and it is
strongly believed that more achievements will be reported in the near future.
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2.4 Plan Adaptation
From the discussion outlined in section 2.2, we know that most AI research in
classical planning systems has been made under the assumption that the planning domain
is certain: the planner’s initial state is known absolutely, the effects of all actions are
perfectly predictable and the planner is the only agent acting in an otherwise unchanging
world. These assumptions have allowed sound fundamental work to be done and many
interesting planning systems to be built. However they have also limited the applicability
of these systems for real problems, where the assumptions rarely hold. Much research has
been conducted to design planners that relax these assumptions for considering
uncertainty.
The real world is always changing and unpredictable to certain degree. The
planner has to do planning under uncertainty and with incomplete information in realworld domains. An agent working in a world where unexpected hindrances or
opportunities could arise should continually be on the lookout for changes that could
render its planned activities obsolete. Because its plans should undergo continuous
evaluation and revision, such an agent will continually be planning, adapting the current
plan to changes and interleaving planning with execution. The aim is to design AI
planners for environments where there may be incomplete or faulty information, where
actions may not always have the same results and where there may be tradeoffs between
the different possible outcomes of a plan. Addressing uncertainty in AI planning
algorithms will greatly increase the range of potential applications. As Blythe pointed, AI
planning and decision theory would appear to be complementary while there are hard
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problems in merging the two approaches [31]. Among the extensive literature on
extending the classical planning to planning under uncertainty in a decision-theoretical
approach, BURIDAN (a SNLP-based planner) [32], skeletal refinement planning [33],
Prodigy and compilation to satisfiability [34], and Cassandra [35], represent a small
sample of works being done in this area. A new approach to planning under uncertainty
based on Markov decision processes (MDPs) seems promising as the main direction for
future work, and it emphasizes extensions that make use of factored action
representations, causal links, abstraction and other ideas from classical planning [36].
However, there is plenty of work to be done before we see practical decision-theoretical
planning systems, due to the uncertain and dynamic nature of real-world domains.
Among these different approaches for dealing with uncertainty in real world
domains, plan adaptation (also called case-based reasoning) seems promising. Adaptation
is behavior of an agent in response to unexpected events or dynamic environments [37].
It is impossible for an agent to generate a plan considering all possibilities in the future.
There are always unanticipated events or contingencies happening in the dynamic
environment so that the generated plan is expected to be adaptable. Plan adaptation
means modifying or repairing an old plan so that it solves a new problem. Planning by
adapting previously successful plans is an attractive reasoning paradigm for several
reasons. First, cognitive studies suggest that human experts depend on knowledge of past
problems and solutions for good problem-solving performance. Second, computational
complexity arguments show that reason from first principles requires time exponential to
the size of the problem, which makes it hard to meet the requirement of real-time
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planning tasks. Systems that reuse old solutions can potentially avoid this problem by
solving a smaller problem: that of adapting a previous solution to the current task.
Actually, many new problem-solving situations closely resemble old situations; therefore
there may be advantages to using what has succeeded in the past to solve new problems.
An adaptive planner typically accomplishes its task in three phases: First, given a set of
initial conditions and goals, a similar plan, one that has worked in circumstances that
resemble the inputs, is retrieved from the library. Second, modify the retrieved plan by
adding and removing steps, changing step orders, or modifying variable bindings, until
the resulting plan achieves the input goal. Finally, generalize the newly created plan and
store it as a new case in the library. Hanks & Weld [2] developed a domain-independent
algorithm for plan adaptation, which provided a common platform with which one can
analyze and compare the various representation schemes and adaptation strategies, as
well as explore in the abstract the potential benefits of the case-based approach to
planning.
The result of several independent experiments shows that case-based planners
using plan adaptation have consistently outperformed the base-level, first principles
planner on which these case-based planners were constructed [38, 39, 40]. However,
formal studies on the complexity of adaptation suggest that in the worst case, adaptation
can be even harder than planning from scratch [41]. Fortunately, Au et al [42] point out
the assumption leading to the claim that plan modification is harder than planning from
scratch, and show that the Derivational Analogy, which is a widely used adaptation
method [38, 39, 43, 44], does not fall under their assumption. In addition, they prove that
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the adaptation with the Derivational Analogy can always make planning much easier
instead of making it more complex.
Unsolved issues in the plan adaptation approach include how to guide adaptation
in a more realistic domain by specifying heuristics, how to improve the analysis of
transformational planning systems, and how to be independent of the STRIPS action
representation.

2.5 Distributed Planning
Complex planning problems require multiple computational agents and/or human
planners to work out a solution together. In this case, the planning is distributed, which
means planning activity is distributed across multiple agents, processes, or sites under an
environment. Distributed planning involves the collective effort of multiple planners to
combine their knowledge, information, and capabilities to generate a global plan that
each individual planner could not have done. The distributed parts of the generated plan
should be compatible, which means that at least the agents should not conflict with each
other when executing the plans. The challenge in distributed planning is how to
coordinate activities of each planner efficiently to achieve an effective solution.
Figure 2.2 shows a general process for distributed planning.
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Goal Decomposition
Subgoal-n
Subgoal-1

Local plan 1

………

Local plan n

Negotiation and
Coordination to
merge individual
plans

The Global Plan

Figure 2.2: The Flow of Distributed Planning

2.5.1 Abstraction Plan Decomposition
Much of the research in distributed planning is built on top of notions of abstract
plan decomposition, such as hierarchical task network (HTN) planning [45]. HTN adopts
the well-known divide and conquer approach to solving a complex planning problem. An
abstraction-based plan representation allows a distributed planning agent to successively
refine its planning decisions as it learns more about other agents’ plans. A hierarchical
plan representation also facilitates the interweaving of planning and execution. Agents
can execute expanded plans at a certain level while still working on other unexpanded
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nodes. Ephrati and Rosenschein [46] suggest an approach to multi-agent planning that
contains heuristic elements. Their method makes use of subgoals, and derived subplans,
to construct a global plan. Agents solve their individual subplans, which are then merged
into a global plan. The suggested approach may reduce overall planning time and derives
a plan that approximates the optimal global plan that would have been derived by a
central planner, given those original subgoals. Similarly, in Durfee and Lesser’s partial
global planning (PGP) [47], each agent maintains a partial global plan, which stores its
own partial picture of the plans of all the members of the group. PGP focuses on
distributed execution and run-time planning and uses a specialized plan representation,
where a single agent’s plan includes a set of goals, a long-term strategy for achieving
these goals, a set of short-term details and a number of predictions and ratings.

2.5.2 Plan Merging
Assuming that multiple agents have formulated their individual plans, now the
challenge is how to identify and resolve potential conflicts between individual plans so
that the plan merging is smooth. First, we consider the centralized approach for plan
merging. Many researchers have studied how to solve the plan merging problem by a
single agent [46, 48, 49, 50]. And Yang [51] developed a computational theory on the
problem of plan merging. In Yang’s formalization, there is a set of plans P, where each
plan Pi is a tuple < G, S, L, O >:
: S is the set of plan steps in the plan; L is the set of
causal links over steps in S; O is the set of ordering constraints over S; and G is the set
of goal conditions achieved by the plan. Each plan Pi must be acyclic. Each step is of
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some type, and has some cost. Steps are typed to restrict the problem complexity, and
steps can merge if they are of the same type. An optimal solution to the plan merging
problem is a merged partial-order plan of the same form as a subplan Pi in the original
problem whose sum of the costs of the union of steps is minimal, and where the plan
network is still acyclic.
Although the multiagent plan merging problem can be formalized similar to the
method described above, Yang’s assumption that the number of plans (or agents) is
constant is unreasonable since the problem cannot be scaled up. Given a loosely-coupled
multi-agent system, in which each agent has its own resources and capabilities to carry
out the individual planning process, the unsolved problem is how causal links among
different individual planning can be addressed in order to coordinate them effectively.
The team plan is not a simple collection of different individual plans. All individual plans
or subplans interact with each other. Conflicts may arise if two or more planning
processes compete for certain resources. An individual planner cannot just act in a single
case to represent and generate its plan without considering others’ status and the overall
situation.
Distributed planning systems require a coordination mechanism that facilitates
dynamic collaboration of individual agents, with the goal of satisfying both local and
global planning objectives. These agents can, in general, be coordinated by nodes of the
dynamic framework in which they exist [52, 53]. For intelligent agent systems, the
coordination structure should support the task-solving process using a generic mediation
mechanism and should provide communication protocols to link the agents having
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common interests. Some researchers are trying to develop a domain-independent solution
to the coordination problem in a large agent society. Lesser et al [54, 55] developed
Generalized Partial of Global Planning (GPGP) as a domain-independent framework for
coordinating the real-time activities of small teams of agents. The basic idea behind
GPGP is that each agent constructs its own local view of the activities that it intends to
pursue, and the relationships among these activities. This view can be augmented by
information from other agents, thus becoming partially global. Individual coordination
mechanisms in GPGP help to construct these partial views and to recognize and respond
to particular task structure relationships by making commitments to other agents. In this
way, GPGP coordinates the activities of agents through modulating their local control
with constraints and commitments.
A multi-agent teamwork model certainly can enhance coordination of distributed
agents. Wilkins and Myers [56] used a multiagent model called the Multiagent Planning
Architecture (MPA) to enable agents to handle plans and planning-related activities
collaboratively. Communication protocols among agents are specialized for the exchange
of planning information and tasks. Furthermore, MPA can facilitate the integration of
agents with diverse techniques to solve complex planning problems. Task Analysis,
Environment Modeling, and Simulation (TAEMS), developed by Decker [57], is another
framework with which to model complex computational task environments that is
compatible with both formal agent-centered approaches and experimental approaches.
The design of coordination mechanisms for groups of computational agents depends
closely on the task environment. Such dependencies include the structure of the
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environment and the uncertainty in the environment. Different from most works that
focus on designing coordination mechanisms on properties of the agents themselves
alone, TAEMS also considers the structure and other characteristics of the task
environment and uses them as the central guide to the design of coordination mechanisms.

2.6 Agent-based Teamwork
Agent-based technologies have been developed as a new paradigm for
conceptualizing, designing, and implementing various software systems. Wooldridge and
Jennings [58] defined an agent as a computer system in some environment, capable of
autonomous actions in order to meet its design objectives. A multi-agent system (MAS)
is a loosely coupled network of software agents that interact to solve problems that are
beyond the individual capacities or knowledge of each problem solver [3, 59]. An agent
in a MAS has incomplete information or capabilities for solving a problem, and there is
no global or central control system. In order to accomplish a task, agents must interact
with each other through cooperation, coordination, and negotiation [60].
Agent-based teamwork can be viewed as a special kind of MAS that incorporates
with explicit collaboration models. They have been widely used in simulating human
teamwork, supporting complex decision-making, and teamwork training [61, 62, 63, 64,
65]. In the rest of this section, I will first introduce two teamwork theories that serve as
the foundations for agent-based teamwork. Then, I will review and compare several
major multiagent architectures modeling teamwork.
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2.6.1 Teamwork Theory
Bratman’s [66, 67] BDI (belief-desire-intention) provides a mental model of
human reasoning. Beliefs represent the informational state of the agent. Desires (or goals)
are the objectives or situations that the agent wants to bring about. Intentions are desires
that the agent has committed to. A BDI agent is a particular rational agent with those
three mental attitudes. Rao and Georgeff [68] provide a formal logical description of the
BDI agent model.
Two important theories for modeling teamwork collaboration were derived from
the BDI paradigm: Joint Intention Theory [69, 70, 71] and SharedPlans Theory [72, 73].
Joint Intention Theory describes how a team of agents can jointly act together by
sharing mental states about their actions. An intention is viewed as a commitment to
perform an action while in a mental state. And a joint intention is a shared commitment to
perform an action while in a group mental state [70]. Communication is required to
establish and maintain mutual beliefs and joint intentions. A team of agents jointly intend
to perform an action if and only if the members have a joint persistent goal [71]. One
problem with this framework is that the communication points must be built in and
cannot be derived automatically, i.e., the exact time when agents should communicate
with each has to be specified but not made the at the real time.
SharedPlans Theory is a formal framework for a set of agents to synthesize their
partial plans to establish a “global plan”. It emphasizes the need for a common high-level
team model (shared plan) that allows agents to understand all requirements for plans that
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might achieve a team goal, even if the individuals may not know the specific details of
other individual plans [72]. The idea of partial shared plans is significant for the
refinement process in collaborative planning. It enables partial plans to be modified over
the course of planning by a team of agents without impairing the achievement of the
shared goals, which is an essential requirement in this research on collaborative plan
adaptation.

2.6.2 Agent-based Teamwork Architecture
Joint Intention Theory and SharedPlans Theory provide the foundation for agentbased teamwork architectures. Based on Joint Intention Theory, Tambe’s STEAM [74] is
an explicit, domain-independent teamwork model that enables agents to reason about
commitments and responsibilities in teamwork to realize flexible coordination and
communication. STEAM adopts a decision theoretical approach to make communication
decisions. If a potential recipient probably already knew a piece of information, and the
cost of collaboration is high, then agents do not communicate. STEAM has been applied
in several simulation domains such as battlefield simulation and RoboCup soccer.
CAST (Collaborative Agent architecture for Simulating Teamwork) is an agent
architecture for modeling teamwork [61, 65]. It is based on SharedPlans Theory, and also
borrows some ideas from the joint intentions model, such as the joint intention (the
shared goal). As a teamwork model, it enables agents, including both software agents and
human agents, to anticipate information needs from teammates, and deliver needed
information proactively [75]. There are four major components of CAST: a high-level
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language named MALLET to capture teamwork knowledge flexibly for the team to adapt
to a dynamic environment, a computational Shared Mental Model (SMM) represented in
Predicate/Transition nets to reflect the status of the team, a set of algorithms to
dynamically assign tasks to team members and anticipate information needs of
teammates based on SMM, and a communication strategy for making decisions about
whether information assistance should be carried out. In real-world planning domains,
such proactive information delivery behaviors are highly valuable because of the huge
amount of information inputs and the high time pressure. Figure 2.3 gives a high-level
description of the CAST agent architecture.
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Figure 2.3: An Overview of CAST Architecture
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2.7 Market-based Agents
This section focuses on efficient agent collaboration in a market-based approach.
Market-based systems have become an increasingly favorite approach for distributed,
self-interested agents to solve decentralized problems. Due to the fact that information,
resources, and decision-making power are usually distributed across agents, a marketbased approach has the potential to optimize and coordinate activities such as resource
allocation and information sharing among distributed agents.
Markets and auction mechanisms are easy to understand and are based on
everyday experience. Market-based approaches enable a natural decomposition of the
problem, which is well suited for distributed environments. A well-known example of
market-based optimization is the file allocation problem in a distributed computer system
[76]. One file is fragmented into records so that it can be distributed to the different
computers in a network. The fragmentation is done in a way that minimizes the
communication costs and the average processing delay associated with a file access. The
system consists of n nodes interconnected through a communication network. The
network is assumed to be fully connected. The processes running at each of the nodes
generate accesses (queries and updates) to the file resource. If a process generates an
access request that can not be satisfied locally, the access is transmitted to the node in the
network that holds the requested information. Somewhat more formally, the problem can
be described as follows. Let xi be the fraction of the file resource stored at node i . The
goal is then to find the optimal ( x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ). The overall expected cost of access to
the file system is given by Equation. 2.1
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c = ∑ (cost _ accessin g _ xi ) prob(accessin g _ xi )
i∈N

= ∑ (Ci + KTi ) xi
i∈N

K
) xi
= ∑ (Ci +
µ − λxi

2.1

In order to adapt to microeconomic theory, Kurose & Simha choose the
equivalent problem formulation of maximizing the negative of the cost function. Thus,
the utility function U = −C is to be maximized [76].
The approach to solving this optimization problem is described as follows. It
starts with an arbitrary initial feasible allocation. Each node I computes its marginal
utility, evaluated at the current allocation. Then each node transmits this value to a central
node, which computes the average value. The result is broadcast back to the individual
nodes and the file resources are reallocated. Nodes with marginal utility below average
utility get a proportional decrease in file resource, while nodes with marginal utility
above average get a proportional increase. These steps are iterated until the termination
condition is met, i.e. the algorithm terminates when the differences between the marginal
utilities of the nodes is below some value and for all pairs of nodes. At each reallocation
the algorithm must make sure that no node gets a negative allocation.
Below gives a brief review of how market mechanisms can be applied to
distributed resource allocation problems in scheduling.
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Auction mechanisms determine who should get the goods and at what prices. In
addition to the straightforward single-item auctions, there are many auction environments
where multiple items being traded are complements. For example, a left shoe and right
shoe are complements that have greater utility acquired together than either acquired
individually. Combinatorial auctions [77, 78, 79] allow bidders to bid on combinations of
items, and thus directly express these synergies. Each bidder can bid on item bundles, and
the auctioneer chooses the set of bids that maximizes the total value.
However, selecting the winning bids, called the general winner-determination
problem (WDP), is NP -complete for combinatorial auctions [77, 80]. There are two
types of approaches to optimal winner determination in the general case. The first one is
using powerful general-purpose mathematical programming software. A general optimal
winner determination problem can be formulated as a mixed integer problem so that it
can be run directly on standard highly optimized software packages such as CPLEX [81].
The second approach is to develop search algorithms specifically for winner
determination, combining AI search techniques and domain-specific heuristics. Recently
researchers had made a great deal of progress in developing algorithms solving WDP
efficiently in this way. For example, the BOB algorithm [80, 82] can solve auctions
involving hundreds of items and thousands of bids within 10 seconds. Since my research
does not focus on designing algorithms to solve WDP more efficiently, I directly used
existing efficient algorithms for solving WDP to optimize the resource allocation in the
adaptation process. Basically, different agents can place bids on bundles of resource
items they need. And the auctioneer decides winners of this combinatorial auction to
maximize the utility of the total resource items.
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2.8 Summary

This chapter has reviewed related work in fields such as planning and plan
representation, resource constraint reasoning and scheduling, plan adaptation, distributed
planning, agent-based teamwork, and market-based agents. As introduced in Chapter 1,
my research focuses on developing distributed intelligent computational systems that
adapt existing plans online to solve potential resource conflicts caused by the changes in
the dynamic situation. The representation of plans in this research extends classical plan
representation by explicitly incorporating resource constraint. And an agent-based
teamwork model is used for enabling collaboration between agents to adapt distributed
plans. Dynamic resource allocation is the focus in the adaptation process and we used a
market-based mechanism to achieve the optimization in allocating limited resources.
Previous work did not provide adequate studies in this direction. In the subsequent
chapters, I will present the framework for collaborative plan adaptation with resource
constraint and supportive algorithms in details.

Chapter 3
A Framework for Collaborative Plan Adaptation (CPA) with Resource Constraints

This chapter starts with some motivations for proposing a collaborative plan
adaptation framework. Then we describe four major components of the framework in
Section 3.2 -3.5. Scope of this framework and comparison with related peer work are
discussed in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 concludes this chapter.

3.1 Overview

Complex, dynamic environments afford challenging domains for multi-agent
systems (MAS) applications, especially when they face the situation with scarce
resources. Unexpected changes usually arise from these environments and bring impacts
on the plans being executed or to be executed. A robust MAS application is expected to
handle such changes correctly in a timely manner, in order to prevent the given tasks
from failing. Since the total available resources are always limited, agents need to pay
more attention to changes that affect the current resource status or trigger additional
resource requirements. While the plan adaptation problem for a single agent had been
investigated by many researchers, collaborative plan adaptation for a team of agents
raises important issues that have not been fully addressed. These issues are challenging
because information about changes and resource status is distributed among different
agents, which makes it difficult for an individual agent to detect and resolve potential
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resource conflicts due to the changes. This research studies these issues and focuses on
two related research questions:
1. How an agent can efficiently shares information about the change and its
impact on other teammates in a timely way?
2. How a team of agents can effectively collaborate on an optimal solution for
resolving resource conflicts in adapting existing plans?
The resource-constrained collaborative plan adaptation framework attempts to
answer these two questions by providing a domain independent approach to enable a
team of agents to collaboratively adapt plans to changes that affect resources. It studies
the collaborative adaptation process both within a single agent and interaction between
different agents. In a single CPA agent, who serves as a resource coordinator, it includes
the resource requirement, resource status, and resource seeking behavior. The interaction
between agents focuses on information sharing, coordination to reach a global agreement,
and helping behavior to satisfy other agents’ resource needs.
The framework defines agents with the role called a resource coordinator. The
objective of a resource coordinator is to keep monitoring available resources for the
assigned task (i.e., a plan instance), to generate resource needs based on the resource
requirement and resource status, and to have those needs satisfied. On the other hand, a
resource coordinator needs to respond to resource requests from other resource
coordinators. It makes the decision whether to give out the requested resources based on
assessing tradeoffs among competing resource requests.
First, the framework makes an explicit representation for the resource requirement
in the plan for completing a task. In order to execute the plan, not only all preconditions
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need to be satisfied but also the resource requirement must be met. Resource needs are
triggered by comparing the resource requirement with the current status of accessible
resources.
Second, this framework integrates an agent-based teamwork model called RCAST, which models high level collaboration and decision making process, and manages
information flow in an efficient way. Based on this teamwork model, distributed resource
coordinators can establish a shared mental state. Thus, they are willing to cooperate to
reallocate their own resources in a way to maximize the global utility. This feature is
much different from most market-based agents, who are self-interested and always try to
maximize their individual profits.
Third, a market-based solution to dynamically allocate resources among resource
coordinators is developed and implemented in the framework. There are two kinds of
“bids” sent to a resource coordinator who serves as an auctioneer: Resource Request and
Resource Offer. Resource requests are generated by resource needers through resource
needs reasoning, which is based on a rule-based inference engine. It takes the resource
requirement in a predefined plan as the input and compares it with the current resource
status to generate resource needs. The bundle of needed resources, the price that the
needer is willing to pay for the bundle, and the needer’s name are encapsulated into a
resource request. A resource offer is generated by a resource coordinator who is the
potential resource provider. When a resource coordinator receives a resource request, it
will first check whether this request is relevant (i.e., whether the request bundle or part of
the bundle is available for the task being managed by the coordinator). If so, the
coordinator calculates the price for a resource bundle that it can offer regarding the
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request and generates the resource offer. All resource requests and resource offers are
sent to an auctioneer as bids. The auctioneer starts a combinatorial auction to decide the
winners for involved resources and notifies the allocation result to each bidder. If a
resource requester is the winner, it waits to receive the requested resources that will be
transferred from the current owner(s). Otherwise, it either resends the request at a later
time or tries to seek the needed resources in other ways. If a resource provider is the
winner, it does nothing but just keeps the current resources. Otherwise, it has to give up
the offered resources and transfers them to the needer who has been determined as a
winner by the auctioneer.
Last, a utility-based method selection is introduced to handle the situation that one
task can be completed in alternative methods whose resource requirements are different.
The significance of the method selection is to include the opportunity cost for a resource
coordinator to make the decision whether to offer its own resources to the resource
needers. Thus, the cost not only includes the transferring cost but also considers the value
of the next best choice that has been given up. This issue is important especially when
one method has been already selected to carry out the task. It is possible for an ongoing
task to switch from one method to another method in order to relieve certain resources to
satisfy incoming resource requests, while the plan execution for accomplishing this task
can still continue.
An overview of the framework for collaborative plan adaptation with resource
constraints is illustrated in Figure 3.1. From this diagram, we can have a general idea
about how information about changes is processed, how a resource coordinator generates
a response to such changes, how a global decision is made based on distributed
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knowledge, and how the decision is propagated to each coordinator involved. In the
following sections, we will describe major components listed above in details and
elaborate relationships among them.

Figure 3.1: The Resource-constrained Collaborative Plan Adaptation Framework
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3.2 R-CAST based Agent Architecture

The R-CAST agent architecture [83] is built on top of the concept of shared
mental models [62], the theory of proactive information delivery [75, 84], and the
recognition-primed decision (RPD) model [85]. A collaborative RPD decision process
was implemented in R-CAST with features such as relevant information sharing, decision
process monitoring, and decision adaptation.
The major components of R-CAST are presented in Figure 3.2. The RPD module
uses domain knowledge, past experiences and the current situation awareness to produce
a new or adapt an existing decision.

Figure 3.2: R-CAST Architecture[83]
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This study takes advantages of two important modules in R-CAST, which are the
knowledge base (KB) and the process manager. The knowledge base is a forwardchaining rule-based system, which enables the agent to maintain what it believes
regarding the external world and the other agents. The unique feature is that it is able to
reason about missing information relative to the current tasks, and proactively finds ways
to satisfy the inferred information requirements. Also, it is proof-preserving in the sense
that the proof-trace of a query is preserved, which is important when information linkanalysis is needed, and can be very useful in planning for information gathering in
subsequent activities. The process manager manages the templates of predefined plans,
each of which contains preconditions, termination conditions, effects, and a process body.
In addition, we extend the plan templates to include resource requirements for this study,
which will be described later in Section 3. The process manger can instantiate plan
instances from appropriate templates. The execution of plan instances is scheduled by the
process manger based on the constraints associated with the instances and the KB’s
current state. Figure 3.3 shows the extended architecture for a collaborative plan
adaptation agent.
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It is clarified here that the input plan is not used for an agent-based resource
coordinator to execute the task of managing resources. Rather, the input plan is executed
by an agent or a team of agents (depending on whether it is an individual plan or a team
plan), who are responsible for the plan execution. Actually, there are two types of
collaboration existing in the adaptation process: the collaboration between a resource
coordinator and agents who are executing the plans, and the collaboration between
multiple resource coordinators. In the first collaboration, a resource coordinator serves as
an assistant agent who is dedicated to managing resources to ensure that the assigned task
can be carried out by executor agents. In the other collaboration, which is the focus of
this research, multiple resource coordinator agents collaborate with each other to
coordinate their individual resource needs and work out a global agreement to resolve
potential resource conflicts.
A CPA-based agent takes the advantage of the embedded proactive information
delivery feature of R-CAST. As a result, it can infer who is the potential needer for a
piece of information and proactively delivers such information. Also, since a resource
coordinator shares knowledge about the plan with executor agents, their shared mental
model enables the coordinator to proactively provide the updated information of resource
status to executor agents so that they know whether the current task is ready to be
executed or not.
The major responsibilities for an agent-based resource coordinator are described
as follows. First, it takes a task instance from the task manger. The task could be a plan or
a single action. Next, the resource coordinator parses the task instance and infers the
missing resources based on the resource requirement of the task and the current resource
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availability. Then, it generates requests for the missing resources and sends them to other
coordinators. Different resource coordinators collaborate on resolving possible conflicts
due to competing resource requests and develop a global agreement on the allocation of
limited resources, trying to maximize the global utility. Finally, if the needed resources
are achieved and the task’s resource requirement is satisfied, the resource coordinator
notifies the adaptation result to executor agents so that the ready assignments can be
executed.

3.3 Resource Constraint

As mentioned in previous chapters, the resource constraint must be considered as
well as preconditions for a plan to be successfully executed. Different from information,
which can be shared by multiple agents at the same time, a resource item can only be
used by one agent at one time point. Thus, when multiple agents are trying to use the
same resource item concurrently, a conflict will arise and it needs to be resolved. In a
dynamic, uncertain environment, unexpected changes usually bring impacts on existing
plans regarding the resource constraint. For example, some changes may violate the
condition under which the existing resource constraint is satisfied or may introduce
additional resource constraints that need to be satisfied. Consequently, resource needs are
triggered in order to seek missing resources to repair the violated resource constraint to
avoid the failure of the task. Here we define a resource need as an agent (either a human
agent or a software agent) needs to possess a resource bundle R by time t , under a
specific context, to perform a task. In this research, we assume the total available
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resources are always limited so that the resource constraint is emphasized in the process
of adapting plans to changes.
Below we discuss how an agent can infer resource needs by keeping an internal
representation of the resource constraint and resource status.

3.3.1 Resource Representation

The resource representation serves for two purposes. First, it enables a software
agent to model the state of resources in its own knowledgebase. Second, it specifies the
resource constraint in a logic-based way that an agent can understand and try to satisfy
the constraint.

3.3.1.1 Resource Status

An agent-based resource coordinator maintains its belief about the status of all
accessible resources in the knowledge base. In order to efficiently organize such
knowledge, we designed two structures for representing resources. The first structure is
resource class, which is used to describe multiple resource instances of the same type
(i.e., instances with the same functionality such as a troop of helicopters) or uncountable
resources that may be measured (e.g., 5 gallons of gasoline). A resource class is denoted
by a predicate name together with a field describing the number (or amount) of resources
belonging to this class. Also, it includes a complete list of its attributes and corresponding
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values. One special attribute is the type, which is used to indicate whether this type of
resource is consumable or reusable.
The second one is resource instance, which represents an individual resource item.
A resource instance is always associated with the name of a class that it belongs to. It also
has an id different from other instances and domain-specific attributes together with
values. Comparing to attributes defined in the resource class, it provides more detailed
information such as the ownership, its current status and what plans may use it within
what time periods.
Resource classes and resource instances are associated together. When there is a change
on resource instances, for example, a previously available resource instance becomes
inaccessible (not temporarily occupied), the agent needs to update its knowledge about
resources by deleting this instance and modifying the attribute indicating the number of
instances for the corresponding resource class. Syntax of those two structures and
examples are listed in Table 3-1, from which we can see they provide a concise
description of resources that are relevant to an agent with respect to the plan adaptation
problem.
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Table 3-1: Two Structures for Resource Representation
Resource Class

Resource Instance

Syntax
(Resource_Class

(Resource_Instance

(class

(class ?n)

(id ?i)

(number/amount ?x)

(attributes + values)

(type ?t)

(ownership ?owner)

(attributes + values)

(status

)

?n)

available/occupied/reserved)
((plan ?id)(begin_action ?ida)(e
nd-action ?idb))
)

Examples
(Resource_Class

(Resource_Instance

(class Helicopter)

(class Helicopter)

(number 5)

(id h1)

(type reusable)

(attributes + values)

(fuel full)

(ownership ANG)

(loc base)

(status available)
((plan

)

fly_to_targetA)(end-action

(Resource_Class

return_to_base))

(class Fuel)
(amount 200 gals)
(type consumable)
(loc station1)

)

rescue)(begin_action

)

n
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3.3.1.2 Resource Requirement

In R-CAST agents, processes or predefined plans are used to model procedures
for operation. The process manager stores the templates of plans and executes a plan after
instantiating it. A plan contains preconditions, effects, termination conditions, fail
conditions, a contingency plan, and a process body. It doesn’t specify the resource
requirement explicitly and the plan can be executed without satisfying any resource
constraint. For a resource coordinator agent, however, it must understand the resource
requirement of the task being managing so that it can infer resource needs and try to seek
those needed resources. Thus, a plan for an agent (i.e., an individual plan) or for a team of
agents (i.e., a team plan) for accomplishing a task needs to be extended in this framework
to incorporate the resource requirement. A resource coordinator shares the plan with
agents who are responsible for executing the plan, and extracts information about the
resource requirement from it.
In our framework, a plan explicitly specifies its requirement for certain resources.
The resource requirement can be viewed as a set of constraints just like the preconditions
to satisfy. Actually, such a requirement describes the minimum set of resources that an
agent needs to achieve in order to execute the plan. As long as the available resources
meet this requirement, adding extra resources will not affect the outcome of executing the
plan. Table 3-2 illustrates an example plan that specifies how to deliver stuffs to a
destination with the resource requirement.
This plan template defines a task “deliver the object o from the start location
x to the destination y ” when the variable ?obj is bound to an object o (e.g., a pile of
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sandbags), the variable ?start is bound to a place’s name x (e.g., the base of the
National Guards) and the variable ?dest is bound to a place’s name y (e.g., a leaking
levee at New Orleans). The minimum resources required by this plan are two helicopters
and two pilots or three boats and three drivers. The first set of resources is the default
option, while the second one is an alternative to satisfy the resource requirement. It is
easy to understand why the default option is preferred since it’s much faster to deliver the
object to the destination using helicopters than using boats, especially when the delivery
task is in an urgent situation.
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Table 3-2: An Example Plan for Delivering Stuffs to a Destination.
(plan deliver_to(?start ?dest ?obj)
(res-requirement (helicopter 2)(pilot 2)(loc ?start)
alternatives (1 (boat 3)(driver 3)(loc ?start))
)
(termcondition (current_loc ?dest =))
(utility 500)
(process
(seq
(load ?obj)
(move_to ?dest)
(unload ?obj)
)
)
)
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3.3.2 Resource Needs Reasoning

Based on the resource representation described in the previous sections, a
resource coordinator agent can infer resource needs of a task that it is currently managing.
Similar to how information needs are generated in a CAST agent [75, 86], a coordinator
agent built on top of R-CAST generate missing resources as the needs by comparing the
resource requirement defined in the target plan and its total available resources. Let Ci
denote the resource coordinator for a task Ti , RRi denote the resource requirement of the
plan 3 for performing Ti , which is a set of resource classes {R1, . . . , Rn}, and
RACi denote the total available resource instances for Ci , the resource needs can be

defined as:
Re sNeeds(Ti | RACi ) = {r | r ∈ RRi ∧ r ∉ RACi } , which is a resource bundle
containing missing resources for the task Ti .
Different resource instances belonging to the same resource class are considered
equivalent when their attributes are consistent to the additional constraint in the resource
requirement (e.g., (loc ?start)). For example, two resource instances r1 and r2 are
equivalent, denoted by r1 ≡ r2, when they belong to the same resource class R1 and the
attribute loc has the value x after the variable ?start is bound to x .
From above, we can see that the missing resources are actually made of a set of
resource classes {R1, . . . , Rn}. Each element of it specifies a class of resources including

3

Here we only assume there is one resource requirement for a plan. Multiple resource requirements for
alternative methods defined in a plan will be addressed later.
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the number of resource instances that are needed and certain attributes that are bound to
constrained values. For example, in the delivering stuffs plan defined in Table 3-2, after
the variable ?start is bound to the location x , the first selected resource requirement
becomes (helicopter 2)(pilot 2)(loc x ), which means it requires two resource instances
in the class helicopter and two resource instances in the class pilot, and the attribute loc
of them must be bound to x . After the resource coordinator extracts such information
about the resource requirement, it first checks the resource classes in the knowledgebase.
If such required resource classes are found, it further queries if there are enough resource
instances satisfying the specific requirement. Supposing there is only one resource
instance h1 in the class helicopter, who is available and located at x , and no resource
class pilot found, the resource coordinator will generate resource needs as (helicopter
1)(pilot 2)(loc x ), which indicates the currently missing resources.
After the missing resources are figured out, the resource coordinator sends
requests for them to other coordinators who may be the potential provider. A resource
coordinator who receives a resource request generates a response based on the status of
its own resources and the assigned task. Details about the interaction between the
resource needer and the resource provider will be covered in the following sections.

3.4 Adaptive Resource Allocation
The dynamic nature of real world domains requires the allocation of scarce
resources to be dynamic rather than to be fixed in order to handle the situation when there
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are emerging tasks and changes that affects existing tasks. Usually resource needs are
triggered by certain changes and the current resource allocation cannot satisfy such needs.
Distributed resource coordinators need to collaborate together by exchanging relevant
information such as resource needs, resource status, and task utility, to reach a global
agreement on reallocating the total resources. The objective of the adaptive resource
allocation is not only to resolve conflicts due to competing resource needs but also to
maximize the expected utility from a global perspective.
In the remainder of this section, first we briefly introduce the idea of using
market-based mechanism to decide the winner for resources requested by multiple agents.
Next, combinatorial auction mechanism is elaborated since resource coordinators usually
have to bid on combinations of resource items as well as a single resource item. Then, we
describe how to calculate the bid price for a resource bundle based on utility estimation.
At last, the detailed process of market-based adaptive resource allocation is illustrated
with supporting algorithms.

3.4.1 Market Mechanism
Market mechanisms (e.g., auctions) have been shown to be an efficient way to
optimize and coordinate activities such as information sharing and resource allocation
among distributed agents, under certain conditions. Market architectures connect sellers
with buyers using price to provide a means for low-cost communication of value. There
are several market-based implementations for MAS successfully demonstrated in
simulations and physical robot-based applications [88, 89, 90, 91].
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In this research, the market for agent coordinators to reallocate resources is based
on auctions for resources that multiple tasks are competing for. Through auctions, a team
of resource coordinators can exchange information about the value of resources to each
task efficiently. An auction for resources starts when an agent coordinator detects missing
resources for its assigned task to be executed. It generates a request for a set of missing
resources denoted by A , together with a price that it is willing to pay for those resources.
The request including the price is sent to an auctioneer as a bid. The price is calculated
based on estimating the expected utility of such a task, which will be further explained
later. At the same time, the request for missing resources is sent to other coordinators
who may possess the needed resources. Assume that each coordinator who receives such
a request has a set of its own resources denoted by B , let ℜ = A ∩ B , then the receiver
generates a bid for each element in its power set of ℜ except the empty set. Similarly,
the bid price is determined by estimating the contribution of the bidding resource bundle
to the task’s expected utility. Bids from all potential providers are sent to the auctioneer,
who will determine the winners following the principle of maximizing the total outcomes
before a given deadline.
The role of an auctioneer can be dynamically assigned to any coordinator based
on their current work load, since usually the process of determining winners for
combinatorial auctions involves much computational cost. Another advantage of enabling
each coordinator with the capability of being an auctioneer is to avoid the situation that a
predefined auctioneer suddenly crashes and no else agents can take the responsibility
from it to continue the process.
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3.4.2 Combinatorial Auctions for Bundled Resources
Combinatorial auctions are introduced to solve the problem when a bid consists of
multiple resource items, i.e., a bundle of resources. Individual items in the bundle are
complementary. So the price is associated with the bundle. The bid won’t be accepted if
only part of this bundle can be offered (e.g., a left shoe only or a right shoe only won’t be
accepted when a person wants to buy a pair of shoes). Combinatorial auctions allow
bidders to bid on combinations of items, and thus directly express these synergies. Each
bidder can bid on multiple bundles, and the auctioneer determines the set of bids that
maximizes the total value of items as the winners.
The winner determination problem (WDP) in determining the allocation of
limited resources is described as following. Let Bi denote the bundle of missing resources
for a task and pi is the bidding price for Bi . Bidders (i.e., resource coordinators who are
seeking for missing resources or who are offering a resource bundle) submit n bids as
bundle/price pairs ( Bi , pi ). Given the fact that the auctioneer may accept any
combination of non-conflicting bids and charge the sum of the associated prices (or
called OR bidding), and a decision variable xi ∈ {0,1} for each bid ( Bi , pi ), the WDP
becomes the following integer programming problem:
n

Maximize

∑p
i =1

i

⋅ xi subject to

Bids (r ) = {i ∈ [1, n] | r ∈ Bi } .

∑x

i∈Bids ( r )

i

≤ 1 for all resource items r , where
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Figure 3.4 shows a combinatorial auction in which there are four resource items
for bidding {R1, R2, R3, R4}, and participating agents submit bids like “$8 for {R1, R4}”
and “$3 for {R3, R4}”.

Figure 3.4: A Example of Combinatorial Auction

In this auction, the acceptable bid sets are in Table 3-3 . From the result, we can
see each of the last two bid-sets gives the maximum revenue, which is $10, so the bids in
either of them can be chosen as the winners.
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Table 3-3: The Acceptable Bid-Sets for the Combinatorial Auction Example
Bid-Sets

Total Revenue

“$2 for {R1}” + “$1 for {R2}” + “$3 for {R3, R4}”

$6

“$4 for {R1, R2}” + “$3 for {R3, R4}”

$7

“$2 for {R1}” + “$6 for {R2, R4}” + “$1 for {R3}”

$9

“$9 for {R1, R2, R4}” + “$1 for {R3}”

$10

“$8 for { R1, R4}” + “$1 for {R2}” + “$1 for {R3}”

$10
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The winner determination problem is computationally complex ( ΝΡ -complete
and inapproximable) and any optimal algorithm for the problem will be slow on some
specific problems. There are two types of approaches to optimal winner determination in
the general case. The first one is using powerful general-purpose mathematical
programming software. As described above, a general winner determination problem can
be formulated as a mixed integer problem. So it can be run directly on standard highly
optimized software packages such as CPLEX. The second approach is developing search
algorithms specifically for winner determination, combining AI search techniques and
domain-specific heuristics. Recently researchers had made a great deal of progress in
developing algorithms solving WDP efficiently in this way.
In this research, we modified a fast optimal algorithm solving WDP called
CABOB, which can solve combinatorial auctions involving hundreds of items and
thousands of bids within ten seconds. In the CABOB algorithm, the core technique is a
depth-first search through the space of disjoint bid-sets. A search tree is constructed with
the received bids and each path in the search tree consists of a sequence of disjoint bids
(i.e., those bids do not share items with each other). A path ends when no bids can be
appended to it, which means for every bid, some of the bid’s items have already been
used on the path. At each search node, the algorithm calculates the revenue from the path
and compares it with the best revenue found so far to determine whether the current path
is the best solution. Thus, after the search is completed, it provides an optimal solution. In
addition, the CABOB algorithm uses the A*-admissible heuristic that estimates the
revenue that items not yet covered by the bid-set might add in. This heuristic speeds up
the search process by pruning of partial bid-sets that certainly won’t generate as much
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revenue as the best solution found so far. More details about the CABOB algorithm can
be found in [80, 82].
The major modification is adding exclusive-or (XOR) constraints in the search
formulation to express bidders’ general preferences (not only with complementarity but
also substitutability). Because we allow a resource coordinator to have alternative
resource requirements for a task, one coordinator may generate multiple bids, each of
which contains different bundles of resources. Each bidder submits exclusive-or
constraints with all its bundle bids, so at most one bid can be accepted. In this way, it
avoids the situation that some resource coordinators get redundant resources, while other
resource coordinators may be short of such resources.

3.4.3 Auction-based Resource Reallocation
Based on the fundamental knowledge about market mechanisms and
combinatorial auctions, we describe the detailed process of reallocating resources among
distributed resource coordinators following an auction-based approach. An overview of
this process is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: The Auction Process for Adaptive Resource Allocation
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There are two types of bids in the auction: one is a request for resources ( RFR )
and the other is a resource offer ( RO ). A request for resources is generated by a resource
coordinator to seek missing resources. It is defined as a 3-tuple RBi , Pi , Ci . RBi is a

resource bundle including all missing resources for task Ti , which is defined as
RBi = Re sNeeds(Ti | RACi ) = {r | r ∈ RRi ∧ r ∉ RACi } . Ci is the resource coordinator
managing task Ti . And Pi denotes the price that Ci is willing to pay for RBi . A resource
offer is generated by a resource coordinator in responding to such a request. It is also
defined as a 3-tuple RBk , Pk , C k . RBk is a resource bundle offered by a resource
coordinator C k , who is managing the task Tk , regarding the request RBi , Pi , C i from the
coordinator C i . It is defined as RBk = {r | r ∈ RBi ∧ r ∈ RACk } . There is also a price Pk
with the resource offer indicating the price that C k asks for offering the resource bundle
RBk . When there are multiple RFR s from different resource needers (e.g., C i , …, C j )
received, C k synthesizes all those RFR s and generates a single RO , in which
RBk = {r | r ∈ RACk ∧ (r ∈ RBi ∨ ... ∨ r ∈ RB j )} and the price Pk is decided by considering
the complementarity of the offered resources to the task Tk .
All RFR s and RO s generated in the process are collected as bids by a resource
coordinator with the role of an auctioneer. It should be pointed out that such a resource
coordinator may also generate RFR or RO , since it is also managing a task. Before
starting the winner determination process, the auctioneer needs to check on the set of bids
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to remove RFR s that are invalid. An invalid RFR is a bid whose required resource
bundle (or part of the bundle) cannot be provided by all RO s. For example, if the
resource bundle defined in a RFR contains a resource item “ rx ”, which doesn’t exist in
the resource bundle of any received RO , such a RFR is considered invalid and should
not be included in the bid set. The cause of invalid RFR s is: when a resource coordinator
generates a RFR , it doesn’t know whether the missing resources are available to other
coordinators since the knowledge about resource status is distributed among agents. If we
don’t exclude invalid RFR s in the auction, it will be impossible to satisfy the resource
need of such a RFR even if it is a winning bid.
The auctioneer starts the winner determination process on the set of collected bids
to determine whether each bid is accepted (i.e., a winning bid) or rejected (i.e., a losing
bid). By using the modified CABOB optimal algorithm for solving the winner
determination problem, the sum of accepted bids’ prices is maximized and each resource
coordinator can only have at most one RFR accepted. The auctioneer sends a notice
indicating whether the bid is accepted or rejected to each bidder afterward.
The process of adaptive resource allocation doesn’t end after the determination is
made. The following step is to match RFR s with appropriate RO s so that involved
resource coordinators can establish “the provider and the needer” relationship among
them and start the transferring of resources. For each winning RO , the bidder keeps the
offered resources. For each losing RO , the bidder starts transferring its resource bundle
to the resource coordinator who sent the corresponding RFR . Bidders of winning RFR s
receives a confirmation that the requested resources will be transferred soon while
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bidders of losing RFR s are notified that their requests cannot be satisfied so they have to
either fail current tasks or seek alternatives.

3.4.3.1 Bid Price
Above we introduce the general process for the adaptive resource allocation. A
key issue that hasn’t been fully explained so far is how a resource coordinator determines
the price for a bid. Here we propose a way to generate the price for a resource bundle
based on estimating the expected utility of a task that needs the resource bundle. The
greater expected utility a task has, the higher the price of resource bundle is.
We adopt the most widely used probabilistic approach to estimate the expected
utility of a task. Given an instantiated task Ti , there are two major factors affecting its
expected utility EU (Ti ) :



The probability that Ti is completed to certain degree: P( S t ) , where St
denotes the status of Ti at this stage.



The utility of Ti when it is in the status S t : U [Ti ( S t )] .

The second factor is addressing a partially completed task. In the general case, a
partially complete task still has certain utility. The first factor is more complicated
because the probability of the task Ti being in the status S t depends on many things such
as preconditions, resource requirements, and even uncertainties.
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Assuming only preconditions and resource requirements are considered, the
probability of Ti in S t can be calculated by a function f taking conditions and resource
status as inputs, which is:

P (T i in S t ) = f ( C , R ) , C denotes the current conditions and R denotes
the current resource status when Ti is executed, and Ti ends up with the status S t .
Meanwhile, the utility of Ti in S t can be represented by a function f ' with the
argument S t , which is:

U [Ti ( S t )] = f ' ( S t ), t = 1,..., m
For example, a simple way to implement this function is calculating the
percentage of completed goals comparing to total given goals.
Based on the two functions above, the estimated expected utility of Ti is given by
Equation 3.1 :
m

EU(Ti ) = ∑U[Ti (St )]× P(Ti in St ) = ∑ f (St ) × f (C, R)
St

t =1

3.1

Usually, the degree that a task is completed to and the expected utility of a
partially completed task are vague and domain-specific. In this research, we choose a
simplified version of the stated problem assuming each task will only have two possible
outcomes: success or failure. And whether a task will succeed or fail depends on
conditions, resource status and exceptions. In a task T , suppose there are n conditions
and m resource requirements. Suppose for each condition Ci , the probability that Ci is
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satisfied is P(Ci = ture) = Pi (i = 1…n); for each resource requirement R j , the probability
that R j is satisfied is P( R j = ture) = Pj (j = 1…m), and the probability of exception is
Pe , then the probability that T will succeed is:
n

Psucc = ( ∏ Pi
i =1

m

∏P
j =1

j

) (1- Pe )

The probability that T will fail is: 1- Psucc .
Let the utility of task T be 0 when it fails, and the utility of a successfully
executed task T be U t , the expected utility of task T is given by Equation 3.2 :
n

EU (T ) = Psucc × U t + (1 − Psucc ) × 0 = U t ( ∏ Pi
i =1

m

∏P
j =1

j

) (1- Pe )

3.2

The utility for a successfully completed task (i.e., U t ) is based on predefined
values by domain experts. First, there is a base utility value defined in the plan template
for a task (e.g., (utility 500) in the example in Table 3-2). Second, there are rules
reflecting how the variable bindings affect the base utility in a plan instance. For example,
a plan template extinguish_fire(?loc) has a much higher utility when the variable ?loc is
bound to a school than when it is bound to an empty warehouse, since it is much more
important to save people’s lives than materials. Last, different methods to complete a task
may have different extra utilities in addition to the base utility.
If the bid is a resource offer, the resource coordinator also needs to include
switching costs in the price. For example, most time the offered resource bundle is
located in a different place from where the needer requires the resources to be. Thus,
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there are always costs associated in the process of transferring the request resources from
the current place to the target place. The switching costs are included in generating the
price for a resource offer in order to keep the auction fair.
Since all agents are cooperative in our system, the aspect that the auctioneer often
serves as a trusted third party is not a concern. In order words, every resource coordinator
set the bid price honestly. There is no trick for a bidder such as hiding the true price of a
bid to increase the probability of winning such resources for its own benefits.

3.4.3.2 Algorithms

Above presents an overall description of the auction-based resource reallocation
and the principle of deciding bid prices. This section we use two algorithms to describe
the procedure for a resource coordinator to adapt the current task to changes affecting
resources, as a resource needer and a resource provider, respectively. Some notations
used in the algorithms are listed below:
Ti : Task i ;
Ci : Coordinator agent for Task i ;
M i j : Method j in Task i ;
PC ij : Preconditions for M i j ;
RACi : Resource Availability for coordinator Ci ;

RRij : Resource Requirement of M i j ;
RBij : Resource Bundle that is missing for M i j , defined as the set
{r | r ∈ RRij ∧ r ∉ RACi } ;

Pij : the price for RBij ;
RFR : Request For Resources, defined as a 3-tuple RBij , Pij , C i ;
RO : Resource Offer, defined as 3-tuple RBk , Pk , C k .
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Algorithm 1 is used for a resource coordinator to analyze detected changes, infer
missing resources, generate requests for such resources, and collect replies for potential
resource providers. The complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n) . So the computational cost of

it is linearly proportional to the number of methods defined in Ti .
Algorithm 2 is used for a resource coordinator who receives RFR s from other
coordinators, to analyze the request, generate a resource offer if the requested resources
are available, and transfer such resources to the needer if selected. The computational
complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(n) , which means the computation cost is linear to the
number of received RFR s.
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Algorithm 1 for a resource coordinator Ci who is managing a task Ti that may have

missing resources due to changes. Assume there are multiple methods defined in the plan
for Ti to be completed, each of which has its own resource requirement.
Begin
For each method M i j
evaluate the preconditions for M i j ;
get the resource availability RACi for M i j ;
get the resource requirement RRij for M i j ;
If {r | r ∈ RRij ∧ r ∉ RACi } ≠ φ ,
let RBij = {r | r ∈ RRij ∧ r ∉ RACi } ;
calculate the expected utility EU (Ti | M ij ) of using M i j to complete Ti ;
create a bid RFR = RBij , Pij , C i , Pij is based on EU (Ti | M ij ) ;
End If
End For
send RFR s to other coordinators C m , m ≠ i ;
receive notices from the auctioneer C auc ;
If one of RFR s is a winning bid,
receive RBij offered by other coordinators;
notify agents the RR of Ti is satisfied;
End If
Else
notify agents Ti is not ready for execution;
wait for l time steps to repeat the process;
End else
End
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Algorithm 2 for a resource coordinator C k who receives RFR s from other coordinators.
C k is managing the task Tk .
Begin

For each received RFR = RBi , Pi , C i , i = l ,..., j
get the resource availability RAck ;
If {r | r ∈ RBi ∧ r ∈ RACk } ≠ φ ,
let RBki = {r | r ∈ RBi ∧ r ∈ RACk } ;
End For
let RBk = RBkl ∨ ...∀RBkj = {r | r ∈ RACk ∧ (r ∈ RBi ∨ ... ∨ r ∈ RB j )}
calculate the expected utility EU (Tk ) ;
create a bid RO = RBk , Pk , C k , Pk is based on EU (Tk ) and potential costs;
send RO to Ci and the auctioneer C aucr ;
receive notices from C auc ;
If RO is a winner bid,
keep the current resources;
Else
change the status of resources in RBk to “reserved”;
trigger the transferring of RBk to coordinators who are winners;
update local resource status RAck ;
End else
End

The potential costs mentioned in Algorithm 2 usually include more than the
transferring cost. When there are multiple methods for completing the task Tk , the
coordinator needs to consider opportunity costs due to switching from one method to
another method. Detailed discussion of the method selection will be covered in 3.5 .
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Algorithm 3 is used for a resource coordinator who serves as an auctioneer, to
collect bids from other coordinators, determine the winners for resources being competed
for, and establish the needer-provider relationship among involved resource coordinators.
The complexity of Algorithm 3 largely depends on the complexity of the CABOB
algorithm, which runs an O(| E | + | V |) time depth-first search in a bid graph [82].
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Algorithm 3 for an auctioneer C auc who receives bids( RFR s or RO s) from all resource

coordinators. Assume the current time is t and the deadline for starting the auction is t ' .
Begin
While t ≠ t '
collect RFR s and RO s from all coordinators;
update t ' ;
End While
divide all collected bids into two sets { RFR } and { RO };
remove invalid RFR s from { RFR }; A RFR RBij , Pij , C i is invalid if
{r | r ∈ RBij ∧ (∀C k , r ∉ RACk , ROCk ∈ {RO})} ≠ φ
start the winner determination process (CABOB) on { RFR } ∨ { RO };
send notices to involved resource coordinators (win or lose);
If the bidder is a winner and its bid is RFR
send info about the resource provider(s) to the bidder ;
If the bidder is a loser and its bid is RO
send info about the resource needer(s) to the bidder;
calculate the expected total utility;
End
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It has been noted that the auction should be done in a timely manner, which
means there is a deadline for making the auction decision. The time sensitive auction is
required for resource coordinators to adapt to the dynamically changing situation. There
is always requirement for a task to be accomplished at a certain time. Otherwise,
conditions may change and lead the achieved goals to be meaningless. For example, a
task of rescuing people from a firing building needs to be carried out before a deadline. If
the deadline is missed, which implies there won’t be any people still alive in the building,
the rescue task becomes useless even if it is ready to be performed now. So, a task must
have all required resources available before the deadline is reached or it will fail for sure.
Similarly, a resource offer from a potential provider is also associated with a life cycle.
Its validity is subject to changes after the life cycle ends. The auctioneer has to update the
deadline for starting the winner determination process based on the time constraint of
received resource requests and resource offers. When the deadline is approaching, the
auctioneer is forced to make the decision, even if there are still RFR s or RO s on the
road. In other words, the auctioneer decides winners for resources with incomplete
information. Thus, such an “optimal” solution is not really optimal, considering those
RFR s and RO s that haven’t been counted due to lags. However, the produced solution is

the best option given the specific context, in which the total received bids are incomplete.
Moreover, this approach avoids the failure of executing a task due to missing the deadline,
which may lead to significant utility loss.
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3.4.3.3 Utility Update

After resources have been reallocated, each resource coordinator needs to update
the information about the task utility as well as its knowledge on resources. Due to the
scarcity of resources, there are always a certain number of tasks whose resource
requirements cannot be satisfied. After a resource coordinator receives the rejection for
its RFR s from the auctioneer, and there are no other ways to achieve the missing
resources, it treats the task as an unrealizable task and the task’s expected utility becomes
0. The resource coordinator will continue being active in the process. If there are still
some resources owned by this coordinator for the unrealizable task, the coordinator
should release those resources and send this update to the auctioneer. Such released
resources can be viewed as a RO whose price is only decided by the transferring cost.
The auctioneer takes such a RO into consideration for new auctions in the future.

3.5 Utility-based Task Method Selection

In previous sections we mentioned the challenge introduced by alternative
methods to perform a task. When a task having multiple methods is seeking for missing
resources, its resource coordinator generates multiple RFR s, each of which represents
the resource need for a method. And the modified CABOB algorithm for solving WDP
considers the exclusive-or constraint to avoid the case that a needer receives redundant
resources. However, when a task has alternative methods and its resource coordinator
receives RFR s from resource needers, the situation is much more complicated, especially
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if one method has already been selected and it is using certain resources being requested.
As explained before, the plan adaptation allows a plan to be modified while it is being
executed. Thus, even if one method in a plan is being executed, it is possible to switch to
an alternative method and continue the plan execution. And resources currently occupied
by the selected method are subject to being reallocated to tasks of other resource
coordinators.
The challenge comes from how a resource coordinator assesses tradeoffs between
alternative ways to accomplish a task so that it can make a correct decision whether to
offer the requested resources. Scarcity of resources is the cause of such tradeoffs, and
tradeoffs result in an opportunity cost. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the opportunity cost of
a resource is defined as the value of the next best alternative that has been given up due to
being short of this resource. Any decision that involves a choice between two or more
options has an opportunity cost. When the resource coordinator detects that the requested
resources are currently being used by a selected method (which is currently the best
alternative for completing the task), it calculates the loss of utility due to switching from
this method to the next best alternative that is ready. The loss of utility is viewed as an
opportunity cost and will be used to set the price for the offered resources instead of
setting the price based the task’s expected utility, since the task may still succeed with
one of other alternatives.
An example of a plan with multiple alternative methods is described in Table 3-4.
In this example, there is a plan for traveling from the current place ?start to a
destination ?dest. A resource coordinator C1 is assigned to manage resources for an
instance of the plan. There are two alternative methods in the plan to accomplish the
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traveling task, each of which has different resource requirements and different method
utilities in addition to the based utility of this plan. Also, there are preferred conditions
for an agent to select the right method depending on the situation. The first alternative is
preferred when the agent faces a time-critical situation, which requires it to arrive at the
destination as soon as possible. Thus, the method of traveling by flight will be selected to
fit the demand. The resource requirement of the method by_flight indicates it needs at
least one airplane and one pilot. Those needed resources must be achieved for the agent
to execute the selected alternative method. Similarly, the second alternative chooses to
travel by driving (the method by_driving). The required resource bundle includes a car
and a driver. It is suitable for the situation that time is not a critical issue and the budget is
low.
Supposing that the method by_flight was selected under a certain context and the
plan execution is ongoing, there is a change arising in the environment, which triggers a
new task instance. The resource coordinator (C2) assigned for the new task instance
generates a request for the resource bundle (AP1, PI1), which is an airplane being used by
the ongoing plan instance. When C1 receives the request from C2, it does not decide the
price for offering the required resource bundle based on the utility of its current task’s
expected utility because it is still possible to complete the task with the other alternative
method even if the required resource bundle for the first method had been given out. Thus,
the price is actually determined by the opportunity cost of selecting the next best
alternative. If other costs such as the transferring cost are not considered, the opportunity
cost in this case is 40, which is the difference of two method utilities (120 and 80,
respectively).
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Table 3-4: A Plan with Alternative Methods to Accomplish a Task
(plan travel_to(?start ?dest)
(precondition (current_loc ?start)
(termcondition (current_loc ?dest =))
(utility 500)
(choice travel_method
(by_flight
(prefcondition (time-critical true))
(res-requirement (airplane 1)(pilot 1)(loc ?start))
(method_utility 120)
(process
(seq
(plan_route ?start ?dest)
(fly_from_to ?start ?dest)
)))
(by_driving
(prefcondition (time-critical false)(budget low)
(res-requirement (car 1)(driver 1)(loc ?start))
(method_utility 80)
(process
(seq
(plan_path ?start ?dest)
(drive_from_to ?start ?dest)
)))

)
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The following sections will provide a utility-based algorithm for a resource
coordinator to assess the opportunity cost for switching a task between alternative
methods and further discussion on strategies of using alternatives will also be covered.

3.5.1 Notations

Before introduce the algorithm for assessing tradeoffs between alternative
methods to accomplish a task, a list of notations is provided below.

Ti : Task i ;
Ci : Coordinator agent for Task i ;
M i j : Method j in Task i ;
U (Ti ) : The base utility of Ti ;
U ( M i j ) : The additional utility of M i j ;
RACi : Resource Availability for coordinator Ci ;
RRij : Resource Requirement of Method j in Task i ;

RBij : Resource Bundle that is missing for Method j in Task i , defined as the set
{r | r ∈ RRij ∧ r ∉ RACi } ;

Pij : the price for RBij ;
RFR : Request For Resources, defined as a 3-tuple RBij , Pij , C i ;
RO : Resource Offer, which is a resource bundle offered by a resource

coordinator, defined as a 3-tuple RBkl , Pkl , C k ;
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max({S }) : the maximum of the set {S } = {s1, s 2,..., s3} .

3.5.2 Opportunity Cost

The opportunity cost of switching between alternative methods in a task can be
determined in different ways, depending on whether the resource requirements of other
alternative methods are satisfied or the probability that such requirements will be satisfied
in the near future. Algorithm 4 describes a way to calculate the opportunity cost by
checking the readiness of other alternative methods and their additional utilities. In this
way, when a resource coordinator assesses the opportunity cost of switching between
alternative methods, it only considers alternative methods in which both resource
requirements are satisfied by the current resource availability and preconditions are met.
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Algorithm 4 for a resource coordinator who receives a RFR = RBi , Pi , C i , to calculate

the opportunity cost due to switching between alternative methods to offer the requested
resources.
Begin
If RBk = {r | r ∈ RBi ∧ r ∈ RAck } ≠ φ
check the status for each r , r ∈ RBk ;
If r is occupied,
determine the method M k j , r ∈ RRkj , who is currently using r ;
For other alternative methods M k l , l ≠ j
check its preconditions;
check its resource requirement RRkl ;
If both are satisfied,
add M k j to {M } ;
End For
let u = max{U ( M i l )}, M il ∈ {M } ;
return opportunity_cost = U ( M i j ) − u ;
End If
End If
End Begin
First, the resource coordinator C k analyzes the received RFR by examining if the
requested resource bundle or part of the bundle is owned by the task Ti . If so, C k checks
the status of such resources to see if they are currently being engaged and determines
which method is using them based on the resource requirement for each method. Next,

C k looks for other alternative methods whose preconditions and resource requirement are
both satisfied. Last, among the set of those alternative methods, C k selects the one with
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the highest additional utility and calculate the difference between this utility and the
additional utility of the selected method as the opportunity cost for the switching. The
opportunity cost combined together with the resource transferring costs becomes the
price for the resource bundle offered by C k in responding to the received RFR . All
resources mentioned in the method switching process are reusable resources and the
proposed solution is not good for consumable resources, since consumable resources
won’t be available even after the current method in executing is terminated.

3.5.3 Further Discussion on Alternative Methods

Enabling alternative methods to accomplish a task provides more flexibility in the
plan adaptation. Meanwhile, it introduces more challenges for an agent to assess tradeoffs
between alternatives to make the right choice. Algorithm 4 simplifies the problem by
letting a resource coordinator consider only those alternatives whose preconditions and
requirements have been satisfied already. However, it is possible for a method whose
resource requirement is not satisfied currently, to get such missing resources from other
coordinators. And under certain conditions, the extra effort spent on seeking resources to
satisfy an alternative method is worthwhile, which means the utility gained is greater than
the seeking cost plus the utility loss. An example representing such as case is illustrated
in Figure 3.6 below:
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Figure 3.6: An Example of Indirect Resource Needs
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In this example, there are three involved resource coordinators C1 , C 2 , and C3 .
The resource coordinator C1 managing a task T1 receives a RFR RB2 , P2 , C 2 from C 2 ,
Currently, resources in the required bundle RB2 are being occupied by a selected method

M 11 . Suppose T1 has another alternative M 12 , whose preconditions are met while its
resource requirement is not satisfied due to a missing resource bundle RB12 , and a third
resource coordinator C 3 is offering resources in RB12 at a price P3 . Given no other
resource providers or needers are included in this case, the task T1 can still be executed
by switching from the method M 11 to the method M 12 , if C1 receives RB12 from C 3 . At
the same time, RB2 is released by C1 and will be transferred to C 2 in order to satisfy its
resource request. The problem is how those coordinators know whether their efforts in
reallocating such resources are worthwhile. The proposed solution for this problem is still
based on utilities. The coordinator C1 is the key decision maker in this example since it
handles both a RFR from C 2 and a RO from C 3 . First, there is a loss of utility for
reallocate RB12 from C 3 to C1 , which equals to the price P3 . Second, there is an
opportunity cost for C1 to switch T1 from the method M 11 to the method M 12 , which is
denoted by P11 − P12 . Third, the utility gain is the expected utility of T2 (i.e., P2 , whose
resource requirement is satisfied by the reallocation. Thus, the criterion for judging
whether such a reallocation process should be carried out is whether the equation:

P2 > P3 + ( P11 − P12 ) holds. If yes, C1 infers that the total expected utility will increase as
a result from the resource switching and sends notices to C 2 and C 3 to trigger the
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process; otherwise, C1 keeps its current method selection and rejects the request from C 2
since the total expected utility will be affected negatively by doing the reallocation.
The situation will be more complex if we expand the example shown in
Figure 3.6 further. For example, if there are also multiple methods defined in the task T3
of coordinator C3 , and required resources in the bundle RB12 are currently being used by
one selected method M 31 while other alternative methods have missing resources. So, the
resource coordinator C 3 should also consider whether to switch T3 between alternative
methods in the same way as C1 does. Obviously, the computation cost will increase
significantly in certain conditions and eventually becomes intractable as the number of
such decisions increases. Meanwhile, making a series of those decisions usually takes too
much time so that it cannot be guaranteed that the first requester will get to know the
result in time, which means its request might have expired when the requested resources
arrive. Future research is expected to address those issues and a balanced solution is
desired.
Information seeking behavior for satisfying preconditions in a plan is another
challenge and it is a broad topic in the field of team-based agents. Due to the scarcity of
time and resources, we don’t attempt to cover it in this research. So, in the discussion
above, alternative methods with unsatisfied preconditions are not included.
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3.6 Discussions

3.6.1 Scope of the CPA Framework

We provide a framework for collaborative plan adaptation with resource
constraint. In this section, we will examine the validity and limitations of this framework.
The proposed framework focuses on adapting current plans to changes in the
environment by consistently reallocating resources among distributed tasks. A marketbased approach is adopted to maximize the total utility of all tasks after the adaptation.
More specific, the framework uses a combinatorial auction for a team of agents who act
as resource coordinators to exchange information about resource needs, resource
availability, task utilities, and opportunity costs. The time constraint on each bid ( RFR or
RO ) ensures the adaptation process can converge. A modified CABOB algorithm

implemented in an auctioneer agent is able to solve the winner determination problem in
combinatorial auctions efficiently. And the opportunity cost due to tradeoffs between
alternative methods is calculated based on comparing the loss of utility and the gain of
utility.
The planning problem is not covered in the CPA framework so agents don’t need
to develop plans for given tasks from the scratch. Existing plans are generated by either
human experts or advanced planning systems. Resource coordinators directly take
predefined plans as inputs and extract information such as resource requirement, base
utilities, etc. Also, the initial allocation of limited resources is done before the adaptation
process. Each coordinator has its own resources at the beginning and the knowledge
about such private resources is not shared with other coordinators.
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One limitation of this framework is that one resource coordinator can only
manage one task at a time. Theoretically speaking, it is possible for one coordinator to
manage multiple tasks concurrently. However, extra efforts will be introduced to a
resource coordinator to coordinate those tasks locally due to interdependency between
them. Such a coordination process is totally centralized, because only this resource
coordinator has the information about resources related to the tasks while such
information is not shared with other coordinators. Our framework focuses on the
collaboration between distributed coordinators to solve the adaptation problem so it is not
necessary to include the locally centralized adaptation within a single coordinator.
Communication is critical for the collaboration between resource coordinators. If
the communication is not reliable (e.g., messages may be delayed, impaired, or lost.), the
performance of agents implementing this framework will be seriously affected. Currently,
the framework doesn’t provide a module specially for assuring the communication and
assumes messages are always exchanged intact timely, which limit the applicability of
CPA agents in situations where communications are vulnerable.
The framework addresses alternative methods for accomplishing a task, which
represent substitutability. Resource dependency embodies substitutability too. For
example, if one resource item r1 can be produced from two other resource items r2 and

r3 , a task who needs r1 can choose to seek r2 and r3 , in case that r1 is not achievable.
The challenge is that extra actions may be introduced to convert r2 and r3 into r1 . If new
actions are added, it will involves causal relation reasoning, which is a key issue in AI
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planning problems. The CPA framework doesn’t cover the issue of resource dependency
to avoid introducing the complexity of AI planning.

3.6.2 Comparison with Peer Work

Our framework captures the agent-based teamwork in solving distributed plan
adaptation problems. Different from the centralized approach to adapt plans [2, 38, 39,
40], knowledge about plans, changes and resource status is totally distributed among
different agents, which necessitates communications and collaborative behaviors between
agents.
The resource constraint is explicitly incorporated in a CPA-based agent,
comparing to many planning and plan adaptation systems that ignore it. Some of them do
concern other types of constraints such time and causal relations [25, 26, 28]. However,
since agents in a wide range of domains have to carry out tasks with scarce resources, the
resource constraint is important to be addressed in order to make the result of planning or
plan adaptation valid.
Market-based agents have become an increasingly favorite approach for solving
decentralized problems such as resource allocation and information sharing. Under the
right conditions, each individual agent tries to maximize its own profit in the market,
which under the right conditions leads to a globally efficient outcome [90, 91, 92].
Comparing to those self-interested agents, a significantly different aspect of agents in the
CPA framework is they are cooperative so that the objective of each agent is to maximize
the global revenue instead of for its own sake. In other words, each agent honestly
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generates and submits its bids in the auction and there is no need to include a trusted
third-party for justice
A brief summary of those comparisons is provided in Table 3-5 :

Table 3-5: Comparisons of the proposed CPA Framework and Related Work
Comparison Items

The Resource-constrained
Collaborative Plan Adaptation
Framework

Peer Work

Problem Structure

distributed

centralized

Multiagent System

collaborative

competitive

Resource Constraint

integrated with plans

not considered in
planning or plan
adaptation
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3.6.3 Implementation Guideline

After the CPA framework is developed, we implemented it on top of R-CAST
agent architecture, which was described in section 3.2 . The implementing, testing and
refining are guided by the “Living Laboratory” paradigm, which was proposed as an
ecological approach to integrate theory and practice, continuous process improvement,
and tool development in multi-operator systems [93]. The LivingLab is a concurrent
research program that includes an array of several research elements: tools, ethnographic
studies, paradigms, and prototypes. These elements are mutually informative and
concurrently exploit feedback potentials. Observations of team in their work environment,
along with acquiring knowledge from different team member perspectives, provide the
basis for ecologically valid paradigms to perform empirical research. In turn, feedback
from empirical design studies is used as a basis for designing collaborative technology, to
evolve lab infrastructure for future studies, or to help validate models built from tools.
Figure 3.7 outlines the general process of the LivingLab approach.
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Figure 3.7: The LivingLab Approach for Problem Solving (McNeese et al. 2005)
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LivingLab approach has four major phases, which are knowledge acquisition,
scaled world, reconfigurable prototypes and ethnographic study. In the field of
knowledge acquisition, qualitative methods are preferred to elicit human experts’
knowledge in a given domain, because such knowledge usually are qualitative data such
as concepts, strategies and experiences. Specific methods such as observations and
interviews can be introduced in this phase. A scenario representing the context is needed
to be designed before carrying out those methods. For example, if we want to elicit
knowledge about changes that frequently cause the scarcity of resources in a hurricane
rescue scenario, we may do interviews with human experts who are experienced in
carrying out various rescue tasks under similar situations. Some cognitive system
engineering tools such as concept mapping, story boarding design and IDEF can also be
used in this phase. Incorporating the knowledge from human experts into the design of
software agents can enable them to work in a more intelligent way.
After knowledge acquisition, we develop a scaled world as the test bed for
software agents. A scaled world simulates the real world, emphasizing on the
environment and problems that agents need to interact with. It is much easier for
researchers to control (e.g., isolate certain variables) and testing in a simulator costs much
less then testing in the real world. After the scaled world is ready, we implement the
agent model within the CPA framework. Interdependency among different functional
modules needs to be considered carefully in the implementation process. The
implemented agent model is called reconfigurable prototype, which will be tested in the
scaled word. During the stages of scaled world and reconfigurable prototypes, the
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quantitative method is more frequently adopt. The measurement of the performance of a
design is often based on quantitative data. By changing control variables in experiments,
the corresponding changes in dependent variables will be showed quantitative data,
which are in the forms of tables, curves, or patterns.
The whole process is iterative. The implemented agent architecture is tested in the
scaled word, refined according to the result, and tested again, until the performance meets
a required standard. At this stage, we can say the implementation is ready to be applied to
the real world.

3.7 Summary

This chapter develops a framework using a market-based approach to adapt
existing plans to changes in the environment by consistently reallocating resources
among distributed tasks.
Major components of the resource-constrained collaborative plan adaptation
framework are elaborated in this chapter. A market-based approach is adopted to
maximize the sum of utilities of all tasks, which is a major result of the adaptation. More
specific, the framework uses a combinatorial auction for a team of agents who act as
resource coordinators to exchange information about their resource needs, resource
availability, task utilities, and opportunity costs. A modified CABOB algorithm is
implemented for a resource coordinator with the role of an auctioneer to solve the winner
determination problem in combinatorial auctions efficiently. Detailed algorithms are
presented to explain how an agent with different roles acts in the auction process. And a
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utility-based approach to calculate the opportunity cost due to tradeoffs between
alternative methods is proposed and discussed.
At the end of this chapter, we provide a discussion on the developed framework.
Assumptions and limitations of the framework are covered. And we compare it with
relate work to demonstrate the novelty of this research. Also, we describe a general
implementation guideline in realizing the CPA agent model based on the framework.

Chapter 4
Experiments and Results

In previous chapters, we introduced the resource-constrained collaborative plan
adaptation framework, the agent architecture, and related algorithms. This chapter
describes experiments designed for evaluating the proposed ideas and algorithms in the
framework and testing the implemented solutions.
The framework is aimed to adapt distributed plans to changes in a wide range of
domains such as hurricane rescue, military, emergency first response and anti-terrorism.
Two characteristics are shared by those domains. First, the situation is always changing,
which may cause some previously available resources to become unavailable or introduce
emerging tasks with additional resource requests. Second, the total resources are limited,
which makes it unlikely to satisfy every task’s resource requirement. The framework
must go through testing by designed experiments in a simulated environment. The
simulation should be designed to incorporate those two characteristics mentioned above.
Even though the proposed framework allows plan adaptation interleaving with
plan execution, the adapted plans are not executed in widely used simulators (e.g.,
RoboCup, RoboCup-Rescue, DDD, etc) for studying agent collaboration. The reason is
there are lots of factors impacting the execution of adapted plans other than the resource
constraint, which is the focus of our framework. Usually those simulation scenarios are
difficult to modify so we cannot control unwanted factors. As a consequence, the
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performance of agents who execute the adapted plans may not truly reflect the validity
and effectiveness of the adaptation process.
The chapter introduces experiments specially designed for testing two basic
features of the framework. The first experiment evaluates the performance of a team of
resource coordinators who use combinatorial auction to exchange relevant information to
dynamically reallocate resources, by comparing to the performance of a team of agents
who simply follow the “request and reply” mode. The second one demonstrates how the
performance of such a resource coordinator team can be enhanced by allowing alternative
methods for completing a task and enabling coordinators to assess opportunity cost due to
the tradeoff between alternative methods.

4.1 Introduction

This experiment tested two features of the CPA framework by comparing it with
an agent model without those features. Different from a CPA-based agent, the compared
agent model generates the response to resource requests simply based on information
about the local task and resource. Also, the experiment compared the CPA agent model
with and without the feature of utility-based alternative method selection. The results of
the experiment suggest that the proposed auction-based adaptive resource allocation can
improve the global utility via efficient agent collaboration. Also, the results show that the
utility-based method selection can further enhance the performance of collaborative plan
adaptation by allowing alternative methods and opportunity cost estimation.
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We designed a simulated hurricane relief scenario for experiments to test the
solutions in the framework. The scenario simulates a dynamic, resource-rich environment,
in which existing plans are subject to changes and the result of plan execution is directly
associated with resource availability. In the following sections, we first describe the
designed scenario and experiment settings. Then, the detailed procedure of how to
conduct the experiments is introduced. Next, the experimental results are analyzed and
presented. Finally, a summary wraps up this chapter.

4.2 . Scenario Design and Experiment Settings

In a dynamic environment, intelligent agents usually have to face unexpected
changes, which will force them to adapt current plans in order to keep the execution from
failure. Since those agents are cooperative, they may exchange information and resources
in order to maximize the global utility of those plans under the updated situation. The
problem studied here is how an agent evaluates the tradeoff so that it can make a correct
decision whether to switch its own resources to its teammates or not. These following
conditions are typical features of the domain we are studying:
1.

The total resources are limited, which means that required resources for
completing all tasks (including emerging tasks) exceed all current available
resources.

2.

To complete a task, there might be multiple options, each of which has
different resource requirements.
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3.

Different teams are allocated resources that are private to them after the
initialization.

4.

There is cost associated with sharing information about own resources to
other teams.

5.

Information of utilities (both resource utility and plan utility) is distributed
initially.

4.2.1 A Hurricane Relief Scenario

In this scenario, a Category 5 hurricane hits a Major Metropolitan Area (MMA).
Sustained winds are at 160 mph with a storm surge greater than 20 feet above normal. As
the storm moves closer to land, massive evacuations are required. Certain low-lying
escape routes are inundated by water anywhere from 5 hours before the eye of the
hurricane reaches land. In addition to the massive destruction caused by the hurricane
itself, there are also areas within the MMA and scattered inland areas that have sustained
severe damage from tornadoes that were generated by the storm. Storm surges and heavy
rains cause catastrophic flooding to low lying areas. Rainfall from the hurricane, in
combination with earlier storms, causes significant flooding in multiple states along the
coast. We focus on the following three hurricane relief tasks:
1) Deliver_Food (?dest, ?food, ?deadline): deliver foods (?food) to a large group
people who have been isolated in a flooded area (?dest); priority level: 3,
deadline: in 24 hours (?deadline).
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2) Fix_Levee (?loc, ?bags, ?deadline): transfer sand bags (?bags) to a specific
place (?loc) in order to fix a leaking levee; priority level: 4, deadline: in 10
hours (?deadline).
3) Rescue_People (?dest, ?safe_place, ?deadline): rescue a few of persons from
a dangerous place (?dest), which will be flooded soon, to a safe place
(?safe_place); priority level: 5, deadline: in 2 hours (?deadline).

Each task is associated with a priority level and a deadline that it must be
completed before. The priority level contributes to the expected utility of a task and the
deadline determines the latest time by which the task’s preconditions and resource
requirements must be satisfied. The most critical resource shared among those tasks is a
troop of helicopters operated by pilots. One helicopter may switch from one task to
another task dynamically. Making such a switch is not arbitrary but depends on many
facts in the current situation (e.g., the priority of an emerging task, the task’s deadline,
and the current location of helicopters, etc). An example of such a hurricane relief
scenario is illustrated in Figure 4.1:
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Island (t3)

Figure 4.1: A Hurricane Relief Scenario
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In this scenario, one helicopter H1 is in the process of carrying out the task
Deliver_Food (?dest, ?food, ?deadline), which requires the helicopter to arrive at the
destination with loaded food before the predefined deadline. Another helicopter H2 is
engaged in a task named Fix_Levee (?loc, ?bags, ?deadline), which H2 has to transfer
sand bags to the specific location to fix the broken dam. Meanwhile, there is an emerging
task Rescue_People (?dest, ?safe_place, ?deadline) which requires at least one helicopter
as the resource to rescue a group people from a very dangerous place before they will be
flooded at the estimated deadline. More helicopters are desirable in case that there are too
many people to be rescued. Both coordinators A1 and A2, representing tasks
Deliver_Food and Fix_Levee respectively, receive the request from the coordinator A3 of
the task Rescue_People. Each of them needs to decide whether to switch its own
helicopter from itself to the emerging task in order to maximize the global outcomes. In
order to avoid redundant resource transferring, the resource requester will also make a
decision to select the right provider in case that there are multiple willing providers. In
this case, supposing A3 places a maximum willing price 500 on its request for one
helicopter: (?h, 500, A3), and A1 generates a bid for its own helicopter H1 at a price 300:
Bid (H1, 300, A1) and A2 generates a bid for its own helicopter H2 at a price 400: Bid
(H2, 400, A2), it turns out the bid from A1 will be accepted finally and H1 will be
switched from the task Deliver_Food to the task Rescue_People. The expected global
utility will be 900, which is more than the previous expected global utility 700 if we
don’t consider the switching cost here.
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A plan example of for the task Deliver_Food is listed in Table 4-1

Table 4-1: A Plan Example
(plan Deliver_Food(?dest ?food ?deadline)
(res-requirement (helicopter 2)(pilot 2)(loc ?start)
alternatives (1 (boat 3)(driver 3)(loc ?start))
)
(termcondition (current_loc ?dest =)(current_time ?deadline
>=))
(utility 500)
(process
(seq
(load ?food)
(move_to ?dest)
(unload ?food)
)
)
)
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Major resource types in the hurricane relief scenario are listed in Table 4-2:
Table 4-2: Resource Types
Type

Name

type 1

Helicopters

type 2

Boats

type 3

Pilots

type 4

Drivers

type 5

Foods

type 6

Sandbags

4.2.2 Configurations of Three Teams

There are three teams of resource coordinators in the experiment. Resource
coordinators in different teams have different strategies for handling changes on
resources. We denote the teams as Team A, Team B, and Team C, separately.
In Team A, each resource coordinator follows a simple “request and reply” way to
handle resource requests. More specific, when a request is received, a resource
coordinator first checks the resource availability to see if the requested resource bundle is
currently owned by itself. If yes, it satisfies the request by giving out the resources being
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requested. Otherwise, it just ignores the request. In this process, a resource coordinator
doesn’t take the utility information into consideration.
In Team B, resource coordinators are implemented based on the CPA agent model.
They detect changes that impact current resources, generate resource requests, exchange
relevant information via combinatorial auctions, and reallocate resources in a way to
maximize the global utility. However, they are not endowed the ability to select the right
one among alternative methods.
Resource coordinators are almost as same as those in Team B, except that an
agent in Team C can reason about opportunity cost by assessing tradeoffs among
alternative methods. Information about opportunity cost is included in generating bid
prices. As a result, the adaptation is more flexible and more efficient.
The input predefined plans are the same for all three teams. Those plans are
instances of three different tasks: Deliver_Food (dest, food, deadline) Fix_Levee (loc,
bags, deadline), and Rescue_People (dest, safe_place, deadline), which are described
previously. There is at least one instance for each task. Let t1, t2, t3 denote three
instances, each of them belongs to a separate task. Resource requirement and utility
information extracted from the plan instances are listed in Table 4-3
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Table 4-3: Resource Information of Three Basic Task Instances
Task
Instance
Resourc
e
Require
ment

Resourc
e Status

T1, managed by
C1
(task t1 500

T2, managed by
C2
(task t2 700

T3, managed by
C3
(task t3 750

(m1 50 (r1 r4))

(m1 80 (r2 r4

(m1 150 (r1 r3))

(m2 40 (r2))

r7))

(m2 30 (r8))

(m3 30 (r5))

(m2 70 (r6 r8))

(m3 10 (r4))

)

)

)

(resource

type1

(resource

type1

(resource type3

r1

r7

r3

(owner m1)

(owner m1)

(owner m1)

)

)

)

(resource

type2

(resource

r2

r6

(owner m2)

(owner m2)

)

)

(resource

type2

type3

r4
(owner m1)
)

Selected
Method

m1

n/a

n/a
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Table 4-4 shows the initial resource allocation for those three task instances.

Table 4-4: Initial Resource Distribution
Task Name

Deliver_Food

Rescue_Peop

Fix_Levee

le
1

The number of

1

1

instances
Available

helicopters

r1

helicopters

r7

pilots

r3

boats

r6

boats

r2

Resources

sandbags

r3
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4.3 Procedure

The simulation starts with the initial configuration. As the time goes on, emerging
tasks are generated randomly, who may trigger competing resource requests. The total
utility of all succeeded tasks are calculated after the process terminates. We use the
number of total triggered tasks (both succeeded and failed) as the control variable to
demonstrate the tendency of how the team performance responses to the number of tasks.
During the experiment, an interface implemented in the agent model is provided
to show information about the adaptation process. Also, with this interface, human agents
are able to interact with such an agent-based resource coordinators by querying and
inserting facts on resource status. However, human labor doesn’t contribute to the
adaptation result, which means human agents don’t interfere with the adaptation by
providing certain guidance. It is possible for a team having enhanced performance by
including human coordinators and agent coordinators but that is out of the scope of this
research.
Figure 4.2 shows the interface of a resource coordinator. From the resource
manager monitor, we can view the current task being managed by the agent, the status of
resources owned by the agent, the auction process, and the result of resource reallocation,
etc.
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Figure 4.2: Resource Coordinator Interface
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The first experiment is used to compare request-reply based resource exchange
strategy (Team A) with the adaptive resource allocation strategy (no alternative methods
reasoning) (Team B).
The experiment setting ups are listed as following:
1.

The total number of task instances (or resource coordinators) increases from
three to seven, (i.e., there are total five cases). Thus, the number of task
instances is taken as the control variable to show how the team performance
is related to it. There are three basic task instances t1, t2, t3 which are
described in Table 4-3. They are predefined and each of them has a set of
resources allocated initially.

2.

In addition to three base task instances, there are other task instances added
as the total number of task instances increases. All involved resource items
are labeled as ri, where i ∈ [1,2,...,10] . We randomized the resource
requirement of each emerging task as a subset of [r1,…,r10]. The value of
each task’s base utility is also randomly assigned between [600 – 1000], and
is a multiply of 50.

3.

For each team with a given number of tasks, we test it with eight runs. Each
run takes around three minutes.

4.

For Team B, a resource coordinator is designated to take the auctioneer role
randomly.
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The second experiment is used to show how the utility-based alternative method
selection strategy affects the performance of the team using adaptive resource allocation.
There are two teams: Team B and Team C. The configuration of Team B is as same as
the one in the first experiment. The configuration of Team C is based on the
configuration of Team B, with additional information below:
1. The resource requirement for alternative methods is generated randomly from
[r1,…,r10];
2. The value of additional utility for each method is randomly selected from [10,
200], and is a multiple of 10;
3. Each resource coordinator is configured to enable the utility-based method
selection function.

4.4 Data Analysis and Results

Results from the two experiments are combined together so the three teams can be
compared together.
Table 4-5 and Figure 4.3 list and plot the average performances of three teams
evaluated by the global utility of adapted task instances. And Figure 4.4 plots the
average performances of three teams based on the number of completed task instances.
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Table 4-5: Comparing The Global Utility
Task Number

Team A

Team B

Team C

3

681.25

722.50

751.25

4

757.50

1455.00

1480.00

5

1326.25

2086.25

2303.75

6

1716.25

2493.75

2990.00

7

2325.00

3171.25

3637.50

Team Performance
4500
Global Utility-yy

4000
3500
3000
Team A
Team B
Team C

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
3

4
5
6
The Number of Task Instances

7

Figure 4.3: Performance by Global Utility for Each Team

Number of Completed Task----Instances
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Figure 4.4: Performance by Number of Completed Task Instances

In Figure 4.3, each point denotes the average value of the global utility obtained
from the eight test runs. And the variance on each point is plotted along with the average
value. From the plots, we can see that the performance of Team C is the best based on the
global utility. The performance of Team A is the lowest. And Team B performs between
them. The differences between their performances follow the trend to increase as the
number of total task instances increases. Thus, we can see the adaptive resource
allocation and the utility-based method selection can help agents effectively adapt plans
to resource-related changes in the environment.
However, from Figure 4.4, we can see that the number of completed task
instances doesn’t obviously get improved by using the solutions in the CPA framework
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comparing to by using the “request and reply” based strategy. It is because a CPA-based
resource coordinator is aimed to maximize the global utility based on the total limited
resources, instead of trying to complete more task instances. Given the situation that
some task instances may have very high expected utilities, it is worthwhile to switch
resources from several other tasks of low expected utilities to satisfy the resource
requirement of a task with a high utility. As a result, the total number of completed task
instances may even decrease sometimes. No matter how the number of completed task
instances may vary, the global utility is still maximized by using CPA-based resource
coordinators to solve the adaptation.
To further evaluate the findings above, we used paired t-tests to prove that Team
B performs better than Team A, and Team C outperforms Team B.
The procedure for comparing the means of global utilities in Team A (µ1) and the
means of global utilities in Team B (µ2) is listed below:
1.

The null hypothesis H0: µ1-µ2 =0, and Ha: µ1-µ2 < 0

2.

Let α = 0.05

3.

Use Minitab to calculate the paired t-procedure for the two samples. The
output is shown in Table 4-6
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Table 4-6: Paired T-test Results for Team A and Team B
Paired T for Team A – Team B

N

Mean

StDev

Team A

5

1361.25

686.11

Team B

5

1985.75

942.2

Difference

5

624.50

204.72

SE Mean
231.23
312.59
71.49

95% lower bound for mean difference: 102.57
T-Test of mean difference = 0 (vs < 0): T-Value = 1.37

P-Value =

0.0134

Since the p-value is 0.0134 < 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected. We can claim
that the average global utility generated by Team B is significantly greater than the
average global utility generated by Team A. The result reinforces the findings that the
market-based adaptive resource allocation can perform better than the simple “request
and reply” strategy, from the perspective of the global utility.
Similarly, we compared the performances of Team B and Team C using pairedtest and the procedure for comparing the means of global utilities in Team B (µ1) and the
means of global utilities in Team C (µ2) is listed below:
1.

The null hypothesis H0: µ1-µ2 =0, and Ha: µ1-µ2 < 0

2.

Let α = 0.05
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3. Use Minitab to calculate the paired t-procedure for the two samples. The
output is shown in Table 4-7
Table 4-7: Paired T-test Results for Team B and Team C
Paired T for Team B – Team C

N
Team B

5

Team C

5

Difference

5

Mean

StDev

1985.75

942.2

2232.50

1152.53

246.75

84.21

SE Mean
312.59
374.32
23.14

95% lower bound for mean difference: 42.23
T-Test of mean difference = 0 (vs < 0): T-Value = 1.64

P-Value =

0.0364

Since the p-value is 0.0364 < 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected. We can claim
that the average global utility generated by Team C is significantly greater than the
average global utility generated by Team B. The result shows that the utility-based
alternative method selection can further enhance the performance of market-based
adaptive resource allocation, from the perspective of the global utility.
From the analysis above, we can find that the performances of three teams are
close when the number of total tasks is small. As the number of total tasks increase, the
performance difference of Team A, Team B and Team C increases too. The global utility
generated by Team A doesn’t increase as fast as the global utilities in Team B and Team
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C. Also, Team C shows the capability to maximize the global utility when there are
enough task instances so that the alternative method selection can benefit the
coordination between different resource coordinators, regarding the allocation of limited
resources.
The data analysis above is based on the assumption that the data is normally
distributed and the variance is homogeneous. The size of total data for each team is
5 × 8 = 40 , which is large enough to be considered as a normal distribution. To further

validate the assumption, a residual plot for the data is constructed in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The Residual Plot for Experimental Data

From the plot, we can see that the data are actually normally distributed and there
is homogeneous variance among the data.
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4.5 Summary

The experiments evaluated two critical components in the framework of
collaborative plan adaptation with resource constraint. A hurricane relief scenario was
designed to conduct the experiments. The scenario simulates a dynamic, resource-rich
environment, in which existing plans are subject to changes and the result of plan
execution is directly associated with whether the resource requirement can be satisfied in
time. We used the global utility as the measurement for evaluating team performance.
And statistical methods are applied to analyzing data and testing hypotheses.
The results suggest that enabling resource coordinators to use combinatorial
auction to exchange relevant information can effectively reallocate resources when
changes trigger competing resource needs. And the adaptation significantly enhances the
global utility of all tasks given the total limited resources, comparing to making a
resource coordinator response to resource requests simply based its local information.
Also, an experiment is used to compare the performance of resource coordinators with
and without the feature of utility-based alternative method selection. The result shows
that the utility-based method selection can further improve the performance of
collaborative plan adaptation by giving a higher global utility. The result is due to
allowing alternative methods and opportunity cost estimation so that the resource
reallocation is more flexible and efficient, especially when the number of total tasks is
large. However, the results don’t support the claim that the two features of CPA-based
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resource coordinator can significantly increase the number of completed tasks, since there
is no direct relation between the global utility and the number of completed tasks.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis proposes a resource-constrained collaborative plan adaptation (CPA)
framework, within which intelligent agents are implemented to collaborate on adapting
existing plans to changes that impacts the resource constraint, in a dynamic environment.
First, the CPA framework includes an agent-based resource coordinator to manage
resources for a task by inferring missing resources for the task and sending requests for
such resources to other coordinators. Next, the CPA framework uses combinatorial
auctions for a team of resource coordinators to exchange relevant information such as
resource needs, resource status, task utility, and opportunity cost, etc. An algorithm for
solving the winner determination problem in combinatory auctions is implemented to
decide how the limited resources should be reallocated to involved coordinators. The
global utility of total tasks is maximized in this way. Finally, a utility-based alternative
method selection algorithm is developed for a resource coordinator to assess its

opportunity cost for offering its own resources to others by considering the tradeoff
between alternative ways to accomplish a task.
The CPA framework derives from existing agent-based teamwork theories and is
implemented on top of R-CAST, a novel agent architecture composed of multiple
functional modules such task manager, knowledgebase, and communication manager, etc.
The framework and the implemented agent architecture were tested in designed
experiments simulating a hurricane relief scenario. The experiments focused on
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evaluating two critical features of the CPA-based agents: the market-based adaptive
resource allocation and the utility-based alternative method selection. Experimental
results show that the two features can significantly improve the adaptation performance
by enhancing the utilization of the limited resources.

5.1 Contributions

In Chapter 1, we introduced two research questions: 1) how an agent can
efficiently shares information about the change and its impacts with other teammates in a
timely way and 2) how a team of agents can effectively collaborate on an optimal
solution for resolving resource conflicts in adapting existing plans.
In answering the two research questions, this research has made the following
major contributions. First, we proposed a theoretical framework for collaborative plan
adaptation with resource constraint. Different functional components are integrated
within this framework to support the adaptation process in a distributed way. With this
framework, agent-based resource coordinators can share relevant information (such as
utility, resource status, and resource requirement, etc), and collaborate with each other to
reach a global agreement on how to allocate resources among distributed tasks to achieve
the maximum global utility. The framework enables a team of agents to collaboratively
resolve conflicts among competing resource needs to adapt plans to the changing
environment, based on assessing tradeoffs among those competing resource needs. More
specific, it uses combinatorial auctions for such a team of agents to exchange information
about opportunity cost. And an agent assesses its opportunity cost for offering a resource
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assigned to a task Ti by considering the tradeoff between alternative ways to accomplish

Ti .
Second, we built resource coordinator agents on top of a novel multi-agent
architecture R-CAST with extended functions. Each resource coordinator is responsible
for managing resources for its assigned task and interacting with other resource
coordinators in the adaptation process.
Third, we implemented an agent-based combinatorial auction mechanism for a
team of resource coordinators to exchange relevant information efficiently. A modified
algorithm for solving the winner determination problem was implemented for a resource
coordinator, serving as an auctioneer, to decide the resource reallocation aiming to
maximize the global utility based on the limited resources.
Last, an algorithm for a resource coordinator to evaluate alternative methods in a
task and to select the right one was developed and implemented. Given multiple
alternative methods to accomplish a task, the algorithm enables a resource coordinator to
assess the opportunity cost of offering resources to other coordinators considering
tradeoffs between those alternative methods.
Those contributions were verified by experiments described in Chapter 4. The
result shows that limited resources can be dynamically allocated to distributed tasks in
adapting to resource-related changes through the collaboration of multiple resource
coordinators. The market-based mechanism makes it possible to fully utilize such limited
resources to achieve a maximized global utility. And the alternative method selection
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algorithm provides the flexibility and the optimality for completing a task from a broader
view.

5.2 Future Work

This research completed the first step to solve distributed plan adaptation
problems considering the resource constraint. However, there are still many issues that
not fully addressed. This section describes some of those problems that need to be
covered by research in the near future.
In the section 3.5.3, we discussed that the alternative method reasoning can lead
to a very complicated situation, if each coordinator considers every possible alternative in
the projected world. The number of possible solutions will increase exponentially as the
number of steps that an agent looks ahead increases. Thus, the computation cost and the
required time for a resource coordinator to assess all possible alternatives will soon be out
of control. Even though more foresights can contribute to finding the optimal solution, it
is expected to find a balanced solution considering both the optimality and the
computation cost.
Similar to the issue addressing alternative methods, another challenging issue to
be explored is resource dependency reasoning. Resource dependency embodies
substitutability between different sets of resources. The behind idea is that a resource
item can be produced via certain actions from a set of other resource items. However, it
will unavoidably introduce the complexity of AI planning along with the benefit that the
solution can be more adaptive.
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Load balance is another issue to be considered. The algorithm for solving WDP
takes considerable computational power of an agent, especially when large-scaled tasks
are involved and the number of bids is huge. If there is no mechanism for load control, a
designated agent serving as the auctioneer can easily get overloaded. As a result, the
auction decision cannot be made in time and the adaptation will be terminated
unsuccessfully. It is desired to keep monitoring the workload of each agent and to
dynamically assign the auctioneer role to an agent with less workload.
At last, experiments in this research are relatively simple comparing to real-world
domains. In order to show the scalability and domain independence of the proposed
framework, more experiments involving more types of resources, in more complex cross
domains are expected to be designed and conducted.
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Appendix A
Agent Configuration Example
#######################################################################
#########
#
Agent configuration file for agent "agent2"
#######################################################################
#########
############ about the agent overall configuration
#############################
# the agent name, must be unique for each agent
agentName = agent2
agentIcon = ./images/agent.gif
# the components of the agents
agentComponents = kbImpl comImpl processImpl domainImpl imImpl taskImpl
resourceImpl
# to show gui or not, if false no gui will be shown,
# even you decide to use a component gui
useGUI = true
# the relative speed, will affect all component锟絪 speed
# e.g. effects: speed = cycleSpeed * processClock
cycleSpeed = 1.0
# initial status of agent, stopped if choose "true"
isStoped = false
# the networks that this agent belongs to
agentNets = Gift_Team
agentNodeDisplay = null
displayedMessage = Count Inform
################### about request whiteboard ###################################
########## whiteboard is a built-in component and it is a must #################
# The thread cycle time for the whiteboard, in 1/1000 sec
whiteboardClock = 1000
# use whiteboard gui or not,
whiteboardGUI = true
################### about domain adapter #######################################
# The domain implementation, must be selected when using a process manager
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domainImpl = edu.psu.domainadapter.ExampleDomainAdapter
# use domain gui or not, ExampleDomainAdapter doesn't have a gui
domainGUI = false
################# about the knowledge base #####################################
# The knowledge base implementation
kbImpl = edu.psu.activeknowledgebase.AKB
# the kb file for this agent
kbFile = ./test/test.kb
# the thread cycle time for the kb, in 1/1000 sec
kbClock = 1000
# show the kb gui or not
kbGUI = true
# if you want to hear a voice when query for natural reply
kbSpeakNatrualReply = false
defaultFactProviderDegree = 0.6
defaultFactNeederDegree = 0.7
################# about the resource manager #####################################
# The resource manager implementation
resourceImpl = edu.psu.resource.ResourceManager
# the task file for this agent
resourceFile = ./test/task2.resource
# the thread cycle time for the tm, in 1/1000 sec
resourceClock = 1000
################# about the task manager #####################################
# The task manager implementation
taskImpl = edu.psu.task.TaskManager
# the task file for this agent
taskFile = ./test/test.task
# the thread cycle time for the tm, in 1/1000 sec
taskClock = 1000
# show the task gui or not
taskGUI = true
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################# about the recommender
#####################################
# The recommenderimplementation
recommendImpl = edu.psu.recommend.Recommender
# the task file for this agent
optionSets = decisionImpl processImpl
# the thread cycle time for the recommender, in 1/1000 sec
recommendClock = 1000
# show the recommendgui or not
recommendGUI = true
# evaluator that evaluate evaluation condition set
recommendRevaluator = edu.psu.domainadapter.ads.ADSEvaluator
# recommend ((love ?person me))
################# about the process manager ####################################
# the implementation of the process manager
processImpl = edu.psu.process.ProcessManager
# the process specification file
processFile = ./test/test.process
# the initial process that the agent should execute, null for none
processInitialProcess = null
# the clock cycle for process manager, in 1/1000 sec
processClock = 2000
# if or not to show the process monitor
processGUI = true
# if you want to enable voice for speak operator
operatorSpeak = false
# true, multiple processes can be live and executing in parallel
multipleLiveRootProcess = true
# true, process will terminate at end; false, the process will repeat at the end
# false, then you should define termination conditions to terminate processes
processTerminateIfEnd = true
# true, a terminated process will be removed from the process set
# false, if you want to keep dead process (cost more memory)
processRemoveIfInactive = true
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# if the simulation should be in a new (cloned) KB, or in the agent's current kb
# agent should simulate in a new KB
simulationNewKB = true
# if precondition is tested, will the result affect the execution of
# the simulation? true, the result will not affect; false, the failed
# precondition will stop the simulation
simulationRelaxPrecond = true
# if the precondition is going to be tested in simulation
simulationTestPrecond = true
# how many levels will simulation decompose a process
simulationDepth = 1
############# The Communication Manager ########################################
# the implementation of the communication manager
comImpl = edu.psu.communication.CommunicationManager
# a directory implementation
dirImpl = edu.psu.communication.SimpleDirectory
# the directory specification, dirImpl must be able to read this file
dirFile = ./test/test.dir
# how many times the count message should be send for a ping function
pingNumber = 15
# the cycle time for communication, in 1/1000 sec
comClock = 1000
# if to display the communication manager
comGUI = true
################# The Information Manager ######################################
# the implementation of the information manager
imImpl = edu.psu.irp.InformationManager
# a default investigation strategy
defaultStrategyImpl = edu.psu.irp.strategy.InqueryOrientedInvestigationStrategy
# the cycle time for im, in 1/1000 sec
imClock = 1000
# to display the im gui or not
imGUI = true

Appendix B
Predefined Plans

Task Deliver_Food:
(plan Deliver_Food(?dest ?food ?deadline)
(res-requirement (helicopter 2)(pilot 2)(loc ?start)
alternatives (1 (boat 3)(driver 3)(loc ?start))
)
(termcondition

(current_loc

>=))
(utility 500)
(process
(seq
(load ?food)
(move_to ?dest)
(unload ?food)
)
)

?dest

=)(current_time

?deadline
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Task Fix_Levee:
(plan Fix_Levee(?loc ?bags ?deadline)
(res-requirement

(helicopter

2)(pilot

2)(sandbags

300)(loc ?start)
alternatives (1 (truck 3)(driver 3)(sandbags 300)(loc ?start))
alternatives (2 (boat 4)(driver 4)(sandbags 300)(loc ?start))
)
(termcondition

(current_loc

(current_time ?deadline >=))
(utility 700)
(process
(seq
(load ?bags)
(move_to ?loc)
(unload ?bags)
(fix ?loc)
)
)

?loc

=)(is_fixed

true)
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Task Rescue_People:
(plan Rescue_People(?dest ?safe_place ?deadline)
(res-requirement (helicopter 3)(pilot 3)(loc ?start)
alternatives (1 (boat 1)(driver 1)(loc ?start))
)
(termcondition (current_loc ?safe_place =)(people_in_danger 0
=)(current_time ?deadline >=))
(utility 1000)
(process
(seq
(move_to ?dest)
(move_people ?dest ?safe_place)
)
)
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